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ABSTRACT

Mentoring is viewed as a viable developmen tal process for
nurses that promotes profession al maturation , career
satisfactio n, and strong, competent leaders.

Personal and

organizati onal variables related to mentoring, such as
mentoring potential, profession al success, immediate
organizati onal climate, general organizati onal climate, and
experience as a mentee, have been described in the
theoretica l and research literature .

A conceptual model for

this investigat ion was developed which related these
variables to the mentors' perception s of the strength of
their strongest mentoring relationsh ip.

The purpose of this

study was to establish the strength of the relationsh ips
delineated in the model.

The model was tested on 125

recruited mentors who were randomly divided into two groups:
a screening sample of 75 to establish a multiple regression
equation and a calibratio n sample of 50 to cross validate
the regression results.

Results indicated that mentoring

potential was the only significan t independen t variable and
accounted for 18% of the variance in the strength of the
mentoring relationsh ip.

Cross validation results supported

the multiple regression findings.

Multiple regression

results and content analysis of qualitativ e data suggested a
revised model for future testing with the following
independen t variables:

mentoring potential, profession al

success, organizati onal climate, and mentee attributes .
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Problem
The nursing profession needs more effective, successful
leaders (Kinsey, 1986) who will continue to practice nursing
(Spengler, 1982).

Mentoring can be viewed as a means to

this end since it is espoused as a viable developme ntal
process for nurses (Spengler, 1982: Werley

&

Newcomb, 1983)

that promotes profession al maturation , career satisfacti on,
and developmen t of strong and competent leaders (Knebel,
1985).

The need for nurses to have a mentor has been

described for clinical, administra tive, research, and
academic practition ers.

Personal and organizati onal

variables related to mentoring, such as mentoring potential,
profession al success, organizati onal climate, and experience
as a mentee, have been identified and described in the
theoretica l and research literature .
Descriptio ns of a mentor abound.

A mentor has been

described as a person who is 8 to 15 years older than the
mentee with greater experience and seniority in the work
world (Burke, 1984: Levinson, 1978).

Although personalit y

styles between mentors and non-mento rs have not been shown
to be different (Alleman, Cochran, Doverspike ,

&

Newman,

1984), mentors do possess a willingnes s to share their
accumulate d knowledge with others (Bolton, 1980: Vance,
1
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1982).

Fields (1989a) identifie d three dimensio ns of

mentorin g potentia l:

activitie s and function s, affectiv e

qualitie s, and interact ional qualitie s.
Research has supporte d the relation ship between
mentorin g and professio nal success.

Results have suggeste d

that lawyers (Riley & Wrench, 1985) and business executiv es
(Roche, 1979; Zey, 1984) who had a mentor during their
career developm ent made more money and perceive d themselv es
as more successf ul than their non-ment ored counterp arts.
Spengler (1982) surveyed nurse doc~orat es and found that
those who had been mentored had a greater sense of
accompli shment related to their career goals than nonmentored nurse doctorat es.

Dalton and Thompson (1986)

revealed that success is also related to being a mentor
since their data indicated that mentors are successf ul, high
performe rs.
Organiza tional climate research has suggeste d that a
climate that encourag es communi cation and joint problem
solving leads to supporti ve relation ships among workers
(Duxbury , Henl~
1985),

&

Armstron g, 1982; Gray-Tof t

&

Anderson ,

Hardy (1984), in an investig ation of the careers of

leading women nurses in England and Scotland , claimed that
nurses work in hierarch ical structur es which do not
encourag e lateral communi cation and team work, both of which
are necessar y for mentorin g to develop.

Hardy conclude d

that the organiza tional climate of hospital s hinders the
developm ent of mentorin g relation ships since it discoura ges
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effective communica tion among staff members and deprives
subordinat es of the initiative and motivation to develop
profession ally.

Other research on mentoring in the United

States and Canada has suggested that mentoring exists in
nursing (Taylor, 1986; Vance, 1982; White: 1988).

More

research is needed to investigat e the relationsh ip between
organizati onal climate and mentoring.
Mentoring research also has demonstrat ed that those
individual s who had been mentored during their career
developmen t functioned as mentors to ~thers more frequently
than their non-mento red colleagues (Busch, 1985; Hess, 1986;
Spengler, 1982).

These findings imply that an experience as

a mentee might be an important variable in becoming a
mentor.
Most of the mentoring research has been from the
mentees' perspectiv es; few studies have examined the
mentors' perception s of the relationsh ip.

In addition,

neither the strength of mentoring relationsh ips nor its
relationsh ip with personal and organizati onal variables such
as mentoring potential, profession al success, organizati onal
climate, or experience as a mentee has been investigat ed.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study was to examine the mentors'
perception s of personal and organizati onal variables related
to the strength of mentoring relationsh ips.

The specific

variables investigat ed included the mentors' perception s of
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their mentoring potential, professional success, immediate
organizational climate, general organizational climate, and
experience as a mentee.
Conceptual Framework
The supporting theoretical framework for this study
came from social cognitive learning theory espoused by
Bandura (1986).

Within this framework learning is

conceptualized as knowledge acquisition through cognitive
processing of information.
processes:

Learning occurs through two

response consequences in trial and error

experiences or observation in a social situation through
modeling.
Trial and error learning through direct experiences is
a rudimentary, time consuming, and often ineffective means
of learning through repetitive experiences.

This process

can be abbreviated and errors limited through social
cognitive learning.
Social cognitive learning theory acknowledges the
social origin of human thought and action while recognizing
the contribution of thought processes to human motivation,
affect, and action.

In this framework human functioning is

explained with a triadic model which represents a reciprocal
relationship among three dimensions:

behavior, cognitive

and other personal variables, and environmental events.
These three dimensions operate as interacting, though
unequal, determinants of each other.

often

The relative influence
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of each one on the others varies.

For example , when

environ mental conditi ons exercis e powerfu l constra ints on
behavio r, then its effect emerges as the overrid ing
determi nant on the learnin g process .

When environ mental or

situati onal constra ints are weak, cogniti ve and other
persona l variabl es emerge as primary determ inants.
Therefo re, behavio r, cogniti ve and other persona l variabl es,
and the environ ment operate as interlo cking determ inants of
each other.

The relativ e influen ce of each dimensi on on the

other two differs in various setting s and for differe nt
behavio rs.
Social cogniti ve learnin g theory was used to explain
the relatio nship among the variabl es in this investi gation.
The behavio r investi gated was the strengt h of the mentori ng
relatio nship; the cogniti ve and other persona l variabl es
were mentori ng potent ial, profess ional success , and
experie nce as a mentee; and environ ment was the immedi ate
organiz ational climate and the general organiz ational
climate .
Mentori ng represe nts a specifi c form of social
cogniti ve learnin g with the purpose of profess ional
sociali zation and learnin g for less experie nced
profess ionals.

The concep tual model derived from social

cogniti ve learnin g theory and mentori ng researc h suggest ed
that mentori ng potent ial, profess ional success , immedi ate
organiz ational climate , general organiz ational climate , and
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experie nce as a mentee are related to the strengt h of a
mentori ng relatio nship (see Figure 1).
Suppor t for using social cogniti ve learnin g theory in
the develop ment of this concep tual model was found in
several investi gations .

For example , in a series of

experim ents in simulat ed organiz ations with 60 graduat e
busines s student s, researc hers manipu lated the subjec ts'
cogniti ve knowled ge that their organiz ation was either
easily or not easily control lable (Bandur a
Wood

&

Bandura , 1989a).

&

Wood, 1989;

The subject s were then tested for

their managem ent perform ance with a multi- trial methodo logy.
The experim ental group that operate d within a cogniti ve
set that organiz ations are easily control lable set higher
goals for themsel ves and exhibit ed more effecti ve analyti c
thinkin g.

The path analyti c results support ed social

cogniti ve learnin g theory by illustr ating that a cogniti ve
set of contro llabilit y or uncont rollabi lity affecte d an
individ ual's view of the organiz ational climate , which in
turn affecte d behavio r and perform ance.
In a separat e series of experim ents in simulat ed
organiz ations with 24 graduat e busines s student s Wood and
Bandura (1989b) manipu lated the subject s' cogniti ve
knowled ge about their concep tion of managem ent ability .
group of subject s was told that decisio n making reflect s
basic cogniti ve capabi lities and is therefo re a stable
persona l quality that does not change over time with
experie nce.

The compari son group was told that
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MENTORING POTENTIAL
PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS
IMMEDIATE ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

►

.------'!

STRENGTH OF
THE MENTORING
RELATIONSHIP

GENERAL ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE
EXPERIENCE AS A MENTEE

Figure 1. Conceptual Model of the Relationship Between the
Mentors' Perceptions of the Strength of the Mentoring
Relationship and Mentoring Potential, Professional
Success, Immediate Organizational Climate, General
Organizational Climate, and Experience as a Mentee.
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decision-maki ng skills are developed over time through
practice and is therefore an acquirable skill.

Subjects

were then tested during 18 trials of decision-maki ng
simulations at a computer terminal.

Research data was

collected after trials 6, 12, and 18.

The results suggested

that the subjects who were instructed that decision-maki ng
skills are developed through practice performed at a higher
analytic level than the comparison group.

A path analysis

of the results suggested that the subjects' perceptions of
their ability affected their goal setting which in turn
affected their subsequent performance.

These results also

supported social cognitive learning theory by illustrating
the relationship between cognitive factors and managerial
behavior.

This investigation suggested that a person's

conception cf ability can be either self-enhancin g or selfimpeding in approaching complex tasks.
Latham and Saari (1979) applied the principles of
social cognitive learning theory in an experiment with 100
first-line supervisors in an international company to
improve their interpersonal skills with employees.

Subjects

were randomly assigned to either a training or control
group.

The training group was given a ~~havioral training

program developed from social cognitive learning theory.
The control group was informed that for logistical purposes
they would receive the same training at a later date.
Results indicated that the performance of the training group
was significantly better than the control group immediately
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after the trainin g program and 3, 6, and 12 months later.
Change in the control group's perform ance did not occur
until after they had the trainin g program .

This study

suppor ted the integra tion of both cogniti ve and behavi oral
princip les within the context of social cogniti ve learnin g
theory .
Career develop ment among nurse doctora tes (Speng ler,
1982), nurse educato rs and clinici ans (Novotn y, 1983), and
nurse educato rs and nursing service admini strator s (Hess,
1986) was investi gated within a social cogniti ve learnin g
theory contex t.

The results from these studies were

congru ent with social cogniti ve learnin g theory in that
learnin g occurre d as the result of direct experie nce in
which the behavio r of more experie nced profess ionals was
observe d.

Through guidanc e, teachin g, career counse ling,

and observ ations of the mentors in work setting s, the
mentee s were exposed to new behavi ors, which they
in,=orp orated into their reperto ire.
Althoug h each of these studies tested and support ed
social cogniti ve learnin g theory, they support ed the
relatio nship between cogniti ve and other persona l variab les
and behavi or more than the entire triadic model.

The

curren t investi gation offered an opportu nity to study all
three dimens ion: behavio r, cogniti ve and other person al
variab les, and environ mental events.
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Research Question s
This study addresse d the followin g research question s:
1.

What are the individu al relation ships between the

mentors' percepti ons of the strength of the mentorin g
relation ship and mentorin g potentia l, professi onal success,
immediat e organiza tional climate, general organiza tional
climate, and experien ce as a mentee?
2.

What are the relation ships among the mentor's

percepti ons of mentorin g potentia l, professi onal success,
immediat e organiza tional climate, general organiza tional
climate, and experien ce as a mentee?
3.

What is the overall relation ship between the

mentor's percepti ons of the strength of the mentorin g
relation ship and mentorin g ~otentia l, professi onal success,
immediat e organiza tional climate, general organiza tional
climate, and experien ce as a mentee?
4.

What is the relation ship between the predicte d and

actual scores for the mentor's percepti on of the strength of
the mentorin g relation ship?
5.

What are key variable s that facilita te strong

mentorin g relation ships?
Data from the recruite d sample of 125 mentors was used
to answer research question s one, two, and five.

Research

question s three and four were answered by randomly dividing
the sample into two groups:

a screenin g sample of 75 to

establis h the regressi on equation and a calibrat ion sample
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of 50 to cross validate the generality of the equation
(Pedhazur, 1982; Tabachnick

&

Fidell, 1983).

Definition of Terms
The definition of terms are as follows:
Mentoring potential.

The perception of personal

characteristics that enabled the nurse to function as a
mentor as operationalized by the Mentoring Potential Scale
{Fields, 1989b).
The mentor's perception of

Professional success.

career achievements during the time the mentoring
relationship occurred as operationalized by the SelfPerceived Success in Nursing
. Scale (Buscherhof, 1988a) •
~

Organizational climate.

The mentor's perception of the

psychosocial support given by people in the immediate and
general work environments during the time the mentoring
relationship occurred as operationalized by the Work
Environment Support Scale (Buscherhof, 1988a).

The

immediate work environment included those people at work
with whom the subject is in frequent daily contact.

The

general work environment included those people in the larger
organization with whom the subject has less frequent
contact.
Experience as a mentee.

The mentor's perception of

having been taught, coached, and counselled by a more
experienced nurse over a period of time in an informal or
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assigned relationship as operationalized by the Demographic
Questionnaire.
strength of the mentoring relationship.

A mentoring

relationship is a special relationship between two adults,
with the more experienced one taking a personal interest in
and guiding the less experienced person's career.

The

mentor has qualities and knowledge that the mentee wants to
acquire, and the mentee is one in whom the mentor has great
expectations for success.

The mentor's perception of the

strength of the mentoring relationship was operationalized
by the Career· Support Scale (Riley

&

Wrench, 1985).

Assumptions
Assumptions inherent in the study included the
following:
1.

Mentoring is an important developmental process

and exists in nursing between a more experienced and a less
experienced nurse.
2.

The strength of the mentoring relationship is an

indication of the effectiveness of the relationship.
3.

Perceptions are valid indicators of reality.

4.

Mentoring in nursing is similar to mentoring in

other disciplines.
Conclusions
Research has supported that mentoring exists in
nursing, but none of the studies focused on the mentors'
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percep tions of person al and organ izatio nal variab les relate d
to the streng th of mento ring relatio nship s. The person al
and organ izatio nal variab les invest igated in this study were
the mento rs• percep tions of mento ring poten tial,
profes sional succes s, immed iate organ izatio nal clima te,
gener al organ izatio nal climat e, and experi ence as a mentee .
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
This review of the literat ure include s a discuss ion of
mentori ng relatio nships and the relatio nships between
mentori ng and mentori ng potent ial, profess ional success ,
organiz ational climate , and experie nce as a mentee.
Mentor ing Relatio nships
Kram (1983) propose d a concep tual model of mentori ng
relatio nships as the result of a qualita tive study on 18
mentori ng dyads in corpora te executi ve positio ns.

Mentor ing

functio ns were identif ied as career and psycho social.
Career functio ns were those attribu tes of mentori ng that
enhance d the mentee 's career advance ment such as providi ng
sponso rship, exposur e and visibil ity, coachin g, protect ion,
and challen ging assignm ents.

These functio ns helped the

mentee gain valuab le knowled ge about the organiz ation and
profess ion, which helped with prepara tion for advance ment
opport unities .

Psycho social functio ns were those attribu tes

of mentori ng that enhance d the mentee •s feeling s of
compete nce and sense of identit y such as being a role model;
friend, counse lor, and accepto r and confirrn or of the
mentee 's work and ideas.
Schock ett and Haring- Hidore (1985) tested and support ed
Kram•s {1983) model of mentori ng relatio nships in a study
that utilize d so-word vignett es to portray either
14
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psychosocial or career functions of mentoring.

One hundred

forty-four college students rated the vignettes for
desirability on each of the functions.

The results

identified role model, encourager, counselor, a,.,,1 friend as
psychosocial functions.

Educator, consultant, sponsor, and

protector were identified as career functions.
Burke (1984) investigated mentor functions with an
instrument designed to measure the extent to which the
subjects' mentors demonstratQd 15 different mentoring roles
and functions.

The sample consisted of 80 attendees at

management development courses.
three mentoring functions:

The results demonstrated

career, psychosocial, and role

model.
In an evaluation of career and psychosocial functions
of mentoring in 622 public school administrators, Pavan
(1987) demonstrated that psychosocial functions were rated

as more important than career functions in men and women.
In a comparison between men and women, Reich (1986)
demonstrated that although men and women considered
psychosocial functions of mentoring relationships important,
women assigned a higher value to these functions than men.
It was concluded that psychosocial aspects of mentoring
relationships wer~ mcr3 vital for women than men.
Functions of mentoring relationships in nursing have
been identified by several investigators.

Using a grounded

theory approach with 150 health professionals, Darling
(1984) identified three basic functions of a mentor:

-----------~---

----------- ----------- ----------
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inspirer, investor, and supporter.

As an inspirer the

mentor attracts the mentee by being a positive role model
who is enthusiast ic and dynamic in communica ting an image,
goal, or vision of nursing.

As an investor the mentor

invests time and energy in the mentee.

As a supporter the

mentor provides emotional support and encouragem ent which
fosters mentee confidence and risk taking.

Subsequent

research has not tested these findings.
Vance's (1982) sample of leaders in nursing reported
that they received career advice, guidance, and promotion;
profession al role modeling; intellectu al and scholarly
stimulatio n; inspiratio n and idealism; teaching, advising,
and tutoring; and emotional support from their mentors.
Fagan and Fagan's (1983) sample of acute care nurses
reported that they gained self-confid ence, technical
informatio n, encouragem ent, informatio n about hospital
administra tion, and how to work more effectivel y with people
from their mentors.

Other inv,estigat ions on mentoring

relationsh ips in nursing indicated that the mentor
functioned as an encourager , role model, guide, teacher, and
sponsor (Hess, 1986; Novotny, 1983; Spengler, 1982; Taylor,
1986).

Although these elements of mentoring relationsh ips

were not grouped into dimensions by the researcher s, they do
support career and psychosoc ial functions.

For example,

career functions included career advice, promotion,
technical informatio n, and role model.

Psychosoci al
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functi ons includ ed intell ectua l and schola rly stimu lation ,
inspir ation, emotio nal suppo rt, and encour ageme nt.
Althou gh the functi ons of a mento ring relati onshi p have
been deline ated and suppo rted throug h resear ch, no consen sus
exists about the defini tion of mento ring relati onshi ps.
Since the phenom enon of mento ring is not clearl y
conce ptuali zed, there is confus ion as to what is being
invest igated (Merria m, 1983).

The defini tions used to

identi fy the existe nce of mento ring relatio nship s have
varied in compl exity and depth. Levins on•s (1978) resear ch
on adult male develo pment reveal ed that a mento ring
relatio nship is define d by its charac ter and functi on and
not by the formal roles ascrib ed to it.

For examp le,

althou gh a mentor functi ons as a teache r, guide, role model,
and sponso r, the relatio nship is a deep, person al one that
endure s for at least 2 to 3 years.
Philli ps (1977) identi fied two types of mento rs:
primar y and second ary.

Primar y mento rs were equiv alent to

the mento rs descri bed by Levins on (1977) , wherea s second ary
mento rs lacked the close, person al relatio nship and were
numero us in life.

Hardy 's (1984) data on nursin g leader s in

Englan d and Scotla nd sugges ted that there are mainly
second ary mento ring relati onshi ps in nursin g and a paucit y
of primar y ones.
In an effort to more accura tely define mento ring
relatio nship s Bolton (1980) presen ted a concep t analy sis of
mento ring relatio nship s.

Three functi onal career
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relation ships emerged:

role model/ob server, mentor/m entee,

and sponsor/ protege.
In the role mode/ob server relation ship the role model
enhanced the observe r's learning by exhibiti ng how an
activity was to be performe d.

Often in this relation ship

the particip ants did not know each other, and there was no
personal contact.

In the mentor/m entee relation ship an

intense personal relation ship existed and career guidance
was close, personal , and directed toward the mentee.

In

contrast was the sponsor/ protege relation ship in which there
was a personal distance between the two parties.

Although

learning took place in a personal relation ship, the guidance
was not as intense as in the mentor/m entee relation ship.
Shapiro, Haseltin e, and Rowe (1978) proposed a
framewor k called a patron system which formed a continuum of
career relation ships that began with peer pals and
progress ed to guides, sponsors , and mentors.

Peer pals were

colleagu es that helped each other to succeed and progress .
Guides, sponsors , and mentors were superior s in a
superior /subordi nate relation ship in which the primary
function s differed .

For example, a guide was a casual

patron who provided valuable informat ion and helped the
subordin ate avoid pitfalls .

A sponsor was a strong patron

but was less powerful than a mentor in promotin g and shaping
the subordin ate•s career.

The most intense patron was a

mentor who was paterna listic or materna listic and powerful
in the mentee's career.
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In the mentoring research in nursing the definition s
utilized did not differenti ate between Phillips' (1977)
primary or secondary mentors: Bolton's (1980) role models
mentors, or sponsors: or Shapiro et al. •s (1978) peer pals,
guides, sponsors, or mentors.

For example, Fagan and Fagan

(1983) simply defined a mentoring relationsh ip as one in
which the mentor befriends and guides a less experience d
adult.

Vance (1977) defined a mentor as a career role model

who actively advises, guides, and promotes another's career.
Neither of these definition s address the deep, personal
involvemen t Levinson (1978), Phillips (1977), Bolton (1980),
or Shapiro et al. (1978) described between mentors and
mentees.

In an effort to address the personal involvemen t

in a mentoring relationsh ip Spengler (1982) defined a mentor
as a special person who has a personal interest in assisting
a more junior person to develop profession ally and meet
career goals.

Taylor (1986) claimed that many people are

mentors without realizing it.

It seems unlikely that a

person could have a deep, personal involvemen t with another
person and be unaware of the relationsh ip.

Some of Taylor's

mentors may have been role models, peer pals, or guides.
Paludi, Waite, Roberson, and Jones (1988) attempted to
differenti ate between mentors and role models in an
investigat ion of biographic and descriptiv e data from female
graduate students.

The results suggested that role models

and mentors were differenti ated along the dimensions of the
duration of the relationsh ip and career advancemen t.
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example, mentor relationsh ips spanned four to five years and
mentors had direct input on career skills and advancemen t.
In contrast, role model relationsh ips lasted only several
months and had only indirect input on career skills and
advanceme nt.
Although research suggested general consensus that
mentoring has primarily career and psychosoc ial functions,
consensus did not exist on the definition , intensity, or
strength of the relationsh ip.

Conceptual models of

mentoring relationsh ips need to be developed and tested to
explain the phenomenon .
Mentoring Potential
Although the characteri stics of a mentor have been
examined, the concept of mentoring potential has not been
described or reported in the literature .

Burke's (1984)

research suggested that not every experience d profession al
The data

has the desire to be an effective mentor.

indicated that a mentor has a blending of work commitment
with qualities of being approachab le, open, sensitive,
empathic, supportive , and helpful.

Compared to the mentee,

the mentor was generally the same sex, 8 to 15 years older,
and had greater experience and seniority in the world
(Burke, 1984; Levinson, 1978).
Descriptiv e research on the careers of 550
profession als revealed four career stages:
colleague, mentor, and sponsor (Dalton

&

apprentice ,

Thompson, 1986).
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In the appren tice stage the person is a depend ent worker who
helps the organiz ation while learnin g and followi ng
directi ons from a mentor.

Success and progre ssion to the

colleag ue stage is eviden t by the person 's ability to
functio n compet ently as an indepen dent contrib utor to the
organiz ation.

Subjec ts who progres sed to the mentor stage

were able to assume respon sibility to train those in the
appren tice stage, and subjec ts in the sponso r stage shaped
the directi on of the organiz ation by exercis ing formal and
informa l power.

The results indicat ed that most of the

sample did not progres s beyond the colleag ue stage.

Moving

through the stages require d succes sful perform ance in the
previou s stage.

These finding s suppor t previou s researc h in

that a mentor is a more senior profess ional.
Nursing researc h implied that the age differe ntial
might not be as importa nt as the knowled ge and expert ise
differe ntial between the mentor and mentee .

Fagan and Fagan

(1983) demons trated that the age differe ntial between the
nursing mentori ng relatio nships was less than it was for the
police officer and teacher compar ison groups .

In an

anecdo tal accoun t of their mentor ing relatio nship, Chaming s
and Brown (1984) illustr ated that a closene ss in age was not
as importa nt as the knowled ge and expert ise differe ntial.
This inform ation support ed the researc h on career stages in
that a mentor was a more advance d profes sional.
In an analys is of the concep t of mentor , Fields (1988a)
derived anteced ents and definin g attribu tes for a mentor
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from the theore tical and empiric al literat ure.

Definin g

attribu tes include d teache r, adviso r, sponsor , guide, role
Antece dents

model, counse lor, coach, protec tor, and friend.

include d profess ional experie nce, older, willing ness to
share, secure, confide nt, powerf ul, knowle dgeable ,
succes sful, risk taker, and challen ger.
Pyles and Stern (1983) identif ied mentori ng
relatio nships call~d the Gray Gorilla Syndrom e in a
qualita tive study of 28 critica l care nurses.

The results

suggest ed that some nurses have the potenti al to be a Gray
Gorilla (mentor ) because of their experie nce, expert ise, and
ability to share in a non-thr eatenin g manner with less
experie nced profess ionals.
Alleman et al. (1984) attempt ed to differe ntiate
between manage rs who are mentor s and those who are not in an
empiric al study of 29 mentor ing and 21 non-me ntoring dyads.
The data demons trated that person ality styles of mentors
were not differe nt from non-me ntors.

What was differe nt

between the two groups was what they did, and not who they
were; mentors provide d activit ies and opport unities that
non-me ntors did not.

It can be conclud ed from these results

that perhaps the person al qualiti es of mentors differ from
non-me ntors, not person ality charac teristic s.
Levinsor 1 (1978) conduc ted in-dept h intervi ews with 40
men to investi gate adult male develop ment.

The results

indicat ed that a mentor is a mixture of a parent, teache r,
and peer, who served as a transit ional figure for the

..

·----------------------------------
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while the mentee moved from childhoo d to adulthoo d.

mentee

The mentor function ed as a teacher, sponsor, guide, role
model, and counselo r.

As a teacher the mentor enhanced the

mentee•s skills and intellec tual developm ent.

As a sponsor

the mentor facilita ted the mentee•s professi onal
advancem ent.

The advancem ent may be done through actual

promotio ns or through added respons ibilities in new programs
or committe es.

Bennett (1980) and Hamilton (1981) supporte d

Levinson 's finding and suggeste d that mentors were crucial
in enabling mentees to advance to high level manageme nt
through creation of career opportun ities.
As a guide the mentor helps the mentee learn the
values, customs, resource s, and people in the organiza tion
(Zalezni k, 1977).

With this knowledg e the mentee learns the

subtleti es of the organiza tion beyond the policy and
procedur al manual.

As a role model the mentee admires and

seeks to emulate the mentor.

All professi onals periodic ally

experien ce work related stress, and the mentor can act as a
counselo r and provide moral support.

Perhaps the most

importan t role of the mentor is to support and facilita te
the realizat ion of the mentee•s dream (Levinson , 1978).
Three types of mentors exist:
bad.

good, good enough, and

The good mentor is a combinat ion of the good parent,

good teacher, and good friend.

In contrast , the bad mentor

is a combinat ion of the bad parent, bad teacher, and bad
friend.

In the middle is the good enough mentor.

Although

everyone would prefer to have a good mentor and avoid the
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bad mentor, most people who have mentors have a good enough
one (Levinso n, 1978).
In contrast to the findings about mentor
charact eristics , Darling (1985) identifi ed a group of nonmentors named toxic mentors.

Toxic mentors are people who

are in a position to function as a mentor but do not have
the charact eristics of a mentor. _Darling identifi ed four
types of toxic mentors:

avoiders , dumpers, blockers , and

destroy ers/criti cizers.

Avoiders were superior s who were

generall y unavaila ble and inaccess ible to their employee s.
This type of person often ignored situatio ns in which their
help or guidance was need~d.

Dumpers, in contrast , were

superior s who created opportu nities for the less experien ced
but then abandone d them.

For example, a dumper may promote

a subordin ate and then provide inadequa te orientat ion and
offer little or no ongoing support to help with the
transiti on to the new position .

Blockers were superior s who

actively refused to help subordin ates by not meeting with
them, withhold ing organiza tional informat ion, or blocking
the person's developm ent through too close supervis ion.

The

most toxic type of toxic mentor was the
destroy er/critic izer.

This toxic mentor undermin ed the

self-con fidence of the less experien ced professi onal by
giving them respons ibilities they were not capable of
handling , offering little assistan ce, and then criticiz ing
them for their poor performa nce and inexperi ence.

These

examples supporte d Burke's (1984) conclusi on that not every
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profess ional had the desire to be a mentor and extende d
Alleman et al.'s (1984) finding s on the differe nces between
mentor s and non-me ntors.
Bolton (1980) indicat ed that the most importa nt
charac teristic of a mantor was a willing ness to share
accumu lated knowled ge with the mentee.

Vance (1982)

reporte d that mentors must be willing to share their ideas
and hopes for the future.

Mentors needed to possess

genero sity towards others and their profess ion.

Withou t

this willing ness to share their experti se, an experie nced
profess ional could not functio n as a mentor.
Clawson (1980) stated that the mentor 's willing ness to
share inform ation with the mentee is a key process in the
develop ment of young manage rs.

Clawson and Blank (1987)

tested 69 superio r-subor dinate pairs for the interpe rsonal
values of suppor t, conform ity, recogn ition, indepen dence,
benevo lence, and leaders hip.

The results indicat ed a

signifi cant differe nce between the pairs for benevo lence and
indepen dence.

The superio rs scored higher for indepen dence,

and the subord inates scored higher for benevo lence.

The

investi gators conclud ed that the differe nce might be the
result of the subjec t's positio n in the organi zation. Since
the superio rs were in a higher positio n, they recogni zed
more indepen dence in themse lves, and the subord inates might
value benevo lence more as a means of compen sating for their
relativ e lack of contro l over their situatio n~ Anothe r
interpr etation might be that the subord inates valued
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benevole nce more since they perceive d a need for it in their
careers.

Based on Clawson' s (1980) earlier work, a

benevole nt superior might be perceive d as one who is willing
to share informat ion and function as a mentor.
It can be conclude d that the characte ristics of a
mentor are well document ed in the theoreti cal and empirica l
literatu re.

Initial conceptu al work on mentorin g potentia l

has suggeste d that it consists of three dimensio ns:
activiti es and function s, affectiv e qualitie s, and
interact ional qualitie s (Fields, 1989a).

The activiti es and

function s dimensio n includes attribut es such as the mentor's
percepti on of success, power, and ability to teach others.
The affectiv e qualitie s dimensio n includes how approach able,
supporti ve, and intereste d in others the mentor is.

The

interact ional qualitie s dimensio n includes the mentor's
interper sonal relation s, communi cation skills, and interest
in developi ng others.

Research is needed to measure the

relation ship between mentorin g potentia l and the strength of
mentorin g relation ships.
Mentorin g Relation ships and Professi onal Success
The initial research about mentorin g relation ships and
their benefits began to appear in the business literatu re in
the late 1970s.

Roche (1979) surveyed 1,250 business

executiv es who subscrib ed to Harvard Business Review and the
data indicate d that those executiv es who had been mentored
were better educated , made more money at a younger age, and
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perceived themselves as more successful and satisfied with
their careers and work than their non-mentored count,~rparts.
Zey (1984) sampled more than 100 male and female
business executives through an open-interview schedule to
capture the depth of the mentoring relationship.

The

content analysis of the data indicated that the mentored
subjects were more successful than the non-mentored group
since they held higher management positions and made more
money.
Riley and Wrench (1985) surveyed mentoring
relationships among 271 women lawyers.

The results

suggested that those lawyers who had been mentored perceived
themselves as significantly more successful than their nonmentored counterparts, which supported the findings of Rcche
(1979) and Zey (1984).
But neither Roche (1979), Zey (1984), nor Riley and
Wrench (1985) examined success in mentors.

In a grounded

theory approach Dalton and Thompson (1986) interviewed 550
professionals (scientists, engineers, accountants, and
university professors) to determine why some professionals
remain high performers throughout their careers and others
do not.

The results demonstrated four successive career

stages:

apprPnrir-P.; ~olleague: m~ntor: and sponsor.

High

performers moved through each of the stages, whereas low
performers rarely progressed past the colleague stage.

The

mentor is a successful professional who makes contributions
to the profession beyond the immediate work group.

For
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example, a mentor is involved in decisions affecting a broad
group within the organizati on or profession and interfaces
with other profession als at various levels.
In the nursing research on mentoring relationsh ips,
success was not identified as a variable.

It is interestin g

to note that the highest incidence of mentoring occurred in
the nurse influentia l samples (Kinsey, 1986; Vance, 1982).
If being influentia l at a national level is considered an
indication of success, then it can be concluded that
mentoring relationsh ips are related to success in nurses
since the most successful nurses had the highest incidence
of mentoring.
Spengler (1982) surveyed 501 nurse doctorates in an
effort to describe the character istics and frequency of
mentoring relationsh ips.

A comparison between mentored and

non-mentor ed subjects indicated that the mentored subjects
followed a definitive career plan more frequently , were more
satisfied with their career progress, and had a greater
sense of accomplish ment related to their career goals.

The

results did not indicate any difference s between the two
groups for research or other scholarly activities .

Since

the sample included only nurse doctorates , it might be
concluded that the entire sample valued scholarly
achieveme nts, which were not affected by the presence of a
mentor.

The results of this study can be interprete d as

supporting previous research that indicated that mentored
profession als perceived themselves as more successfu l than
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their non-me ntored counte rparts.

Hess (1986) surveye d 56

nurse educato rs and 66 nurse admini strator s in a replica tion
of Spengl er's (1982) investi gation. The results support ed
Spengl er's finding s except that there was no differe nce
between the mentore d and non-me ntored groups for career
plannin g since neithe r group reporte d a preplan ned,
sequen tial, career path.
These finding s with differe nt popula tions suggest ed
that being mentore d and functio ning as a mentor were related
to profess ional success .

If profess ionals who have been

mentore d perceiv e themse lves as more succes sful than their
non-me ntored colleag ues, and if mentore d profess ionals are
more likely to mentor others, then it might be conclud ed
that mentor s perceiv e themsel ves as more success ful than
non-me ntors.

The relatio nship between the mentor 's

percep tions of profess ional success and the strengt h of the
mentor ing relatio nship has not been investi gated.
Mentor ing Relatio nships and Organi zationa l Climate
Organi zationa l climate is a percep tion individ uals have
about their work environ ment (Kramp itz

&

William s, 1983) and

refers to stable charac teristic s that influen ce their
behavi or in the organiz ation (Foreha nd

&

Gilmore , 1964).

Halpin and Croft (1962) likened organi zationa l climate to
the person ality of an organiz ation; person ality is to
individ uals as climate is to organi zations .
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Field and Abelson (1982) proposed that organizationa l
climate was an objective perceptual phenomenon that
individuals have of the general organization and subgroup.
Organizationa l climate has three levels:
group, and psychologica l.

organizationa l,

Organizationa l climate exists as

a perceived attribute of the entire organization, whereas
group climate is a perceived attribute of the more immediate
work climate.
attribute.

Psychological climate exists as an individual

The individual worker develops a perception of

each of these climates.

Although psychological climate

always exists within an individual, group and organizationa l
climate emerge only when individual workers develop a
consensus about the climate.

When the three climates

coexist, group behavior is influenced by the interaction of
group and organizationa l climate with the individual's
psychological climate.
Krampitz and Williams (1983) investigated
organizationa l climate in two schools of nursing.

The

results demonstrated that the administrator s and faculty
perceived their group climates differently.

These results

suggested that within one organization, several different
climates can coexist.
Chew and Teo (1989) supported the existence of
different climates in one facility in a study of 400
employees in a large department store in Singapore.

The

results suggested that organizationa l climate perceptions
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are a function of a subject's position or occupation and not
their age or length of service in the facility.
In an analysis of the organizationa l climate from 1,151
respondents in 71 schools, Halpin and Croft (1962) developed
a typology of six organizationa l climates that are
characterized by social interactions:

open, autonomous,

controlled, familiar, paternal, and closed.
The open climate described an energetic organization
moving toward goal attainment.

The organizationa l members

were satisfied, and both the members and leaders functioned
in leadership roles.

Both task achievement and social needs

were met.
In the autonomous climate the leader exerted little
control over the group members, and the group members emerge
as the primary leaders.

Although there was satisfaction

from task achievement, more satisfaction was gained from
social interaction.
The controlled climate was task-oriented and
impersonal.

The group exerted little attention to social

satisfaction and expended most of its energy on task
accomplishmen t.
The familiar climate was highly personal although not
very task oriented.

Therefore, the members satisfied their

social needs at the expense of the task demands, and
satisfaction was gained through social interaction, not goal
or task completion.
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In the paternal climate the assigned leader constraine d
leadership activity among the group members and acted as the
primary leader.

Leadership skills were not developed within

the group, and little satisfactio n was obtained from either
social interactio n or task accomplish ment.
In the closed climate there was apathy among members
and the leader.

Satisfacti on did not occur from social

interactio n or task accomplish ment.

In this type of climate

the organizati on seemed to be stagnant.
The tenets of mentoring are most congruent with an open
climate since both task and social needs are met.

If

mentoring relationsh ips have career and psychosoc ial
functions (Kram, 1983; Schockett

&

Haring-Hid ore, 1985),

then they need to occur in a climate that facilitate s these
functions.
Hardy (1984) investigat ed the career histories of 36
leading female nurses in Scotland and England.

Although the

results indicated the sample had been mentored, the ability
for them to mentor others was hampered by the type of
organizati on in which they practiced.

Many of the nurses in

the sample worked in a climate that did not encourage
profession al and personal sharing and growth, lateral
communica tion, or teamwork.

It was concluded that nurses

had not been socialized to share knowledge with each other,
and that the work climate did not support a creative,
sharing environmen t.

Hardy's research supported the open
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climate (Halpin & Croft, 1962) as the ideal climate for the
development of constructive mentoring relationships .
Resear~h has suggested that organizationa l climate was
a perception of the group members and varied with the
immediate and more general environment.

Research is needed

to measure the relationship between the mentor's perception
of organizationa l climate and the strength of the mentoring
relationship.
Mentoring Relationship~ and Experience
of the Mentor as a Mentee
Several investigators have suggested that there is a
positive relationship between being mentored and mentoring
others.

Busch (1985) surveyed 537 professors in graduate

schools of education and the results indicated that those
professors who had been mentored were more likely to mentor
others.

In Spengler's (1982) sample of nurse doctorates,

89% of the mentored group and only 73% of the non-mentored
group were mentors to others.

Hess (1986) demonstrated that

79% of the mentored group and 45% of the non-mentored group
were mentors to others.

Other researchers also reported a

positive relationship between being mentored and mentoring
others (Fagan

&

Fagan, 1983; Vance, 1982; White, 1988).

Although there is tentative evidence that suggests a
positive relationship between an experience as a mentee and
functioning as a mentor to others, research has not examined
the relationship between the mentor's perception of the
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existence of this experience and the strength of the
mentoring relationsh ip.
Conclusion s
The review of literature presented research on
mentoring relationsh ips, mentoring potential, organizati onal
climate, experience as a mentee, and profession al success.
Some studies described the relationsh ips between mentoring
and success and between mentoring and experience as a
mentee.

Although some studies investigat ed the mentors'

perception s of the relationsh ips, no studies were revealed
that examined the relationsh ips among the mentor's
perception of the strength of the mentoring relationsh ip,
profession al success, mentoring potential, organizati onal
climate, and experience as a mentee.

This study examined

these relationsh ips as an initial step to facilitate
mentoring relationsh ips in nursing.
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CHAPTER I I I
METHODOLOGY

A descriptiv~ multiple correlation survey design was
used to examine the relationships among the mentors'
perceptions of the strength of the mentoring relationship,
mentoring potential, professional success, immediate
organizational climate, general organizational climate, and
experience as a mentee.

The stability of the generated

regression equation was tested with a cross-validation
procedure.
Date Collection
Approval was obtained from the University of San
Diego's Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects.
Subject recruitment efforts included personal solicitations
and distribution of written notices requesting volunteers.
A copy of the notice was included in the local Sigma Theta
Tau newsletters.
The written notices announced that mentors were needed
to participate in a study to examine personal and
organizational factors related to the strength of mentoring
relationships.

The notice explained the time commitment

involved (15 to 30 minutes) and a statement that
participation provided valuable information about mentoring,
which could enhance mentoring relationships in nursing.
35
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Attached to the notices was a stamped, addresse d postcard to
be complete d with the subject' s name, address, and phone
number, so the research material s could be mailed (see
Appendix A).
Voluntee r subjects were sent a cover letter, informed
consent form: Demograp hic Question naire, and research
instrume nts.

The cover letter thanked the subject for

voluntee ring to particip ate in the study, introduc ed the
investig ator, and describe d the purpose of the study.

The

letter also explaine d what was required to particip ate in
the study and how and when research measures were to be
returned .

To encourag e prompt return of complete d research

material s, the return due date was set at approxim ately 3
weeks after the material s were mailed to the subject (see
Appendix B).
The informed consent form gave permissi on for the
investig ator to use the particip ants• response s in the data
analysis .

The form outlined the respons ibilities of the

particip ant and included statemen ts about the voluntar y
status of particip ating, lack of compens ation for
particip ating, anonymit y of response s, risks, and how to
contact the investig ator for question s about the study (see
Appendix C).

Research material s were returned in a stamped,

addresse d envelope , and upon receipt, the signed consent
forms were separate d from the question naires.
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Pilot Study
Nine regist ered nurses who percei ved themse lves as
having functio ned as a mentor served as subjec ts in a pilot
test of the data collec tion proced ure.

The subjec ts were

instru cted to comple te the resear ch mater ials as if they
were a resear ch subjec t and then answer three questi ons:
Could you unders tand the direct ions?
to compl ete everyt hing?

How long did it take

Do you have any other comme nts?

Answe rs to the questi ons were writte n direct ly on the
forms and return ed to the resear cher.

After review ing

sugge stions and critici sms, necess ary direct ions were
revise d and subjec t recrui tment began.
Sample
One hundre d twenty -five female regist ered nurses who
percei ved themse lves as having functi oned as a mentor were
recrui ted from region al profes sional meetin gs in Southe rn
Califo rnia, the Unive rsity of San Diego School of Nursin g,
and membe rs of two Sigma Theta Tau chapte rs. The major ity
of subjec ts reside d in Southe rn Califo rnia.
Tabach nick and Fidell (1983) recomm ended a minimum of 4
or 5 subjec ts per indepe ndent variab le, but an ideal of 20
for a multip le regres sion study.

Since there were five

indepe ndent variab les (imme diate organ ization al climat e,
genera l organ izatio nal climat e, profes sional succes s,
mento ring poten tial, and experi ence as a mentee ) and one
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dependent variable (strength of the mentoring relationship),
the minimum sample size was calculated as 20 to 25 with an
ideal of 100.
Since multiple regression maximizes chance associations
and may generate findings that vary across samples, cross
validation is suggested to permit an evaluation of the
stability of the results across samples (Pedhazur, 1982;
Prescott, 1987; Waltz, Strickland,& Lenz, 1984).

In this

procedure a regression analysis is performed on the first or
screening sample.

Next the resultant regression equation is

used to predict a score on the dependent variable in the
second or calibration sample.

Then a correlation

coefficient is calculated between the actual and predicted
dependent variable scores.

The results indicate the amount

of variance the regression equation explains in the
dependent variable on a separate sample.
When it is not feasible to obtain two separate samples,
the existing sample can be randomly divided into two subsamples (Waltz et al., 1984).

In this study a computer-

generated random sample of 75 cases was elicited for the
screening sample.

The remaining 50 cases were used for the

calibration sample.
A post hoc power analysis to determine the adequacy of
sample sizes at the .05 significance level was performed
according to the procedures described by Cohen (1988).

The

power for the multiple regression analysis for the screening
sample (n

=

75)

was 93%.

This figure was computed with an
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effect size(~) of 19.32 and five independent variables.
The power for the bivariate regression analysis was 98% and
computed with an effect size (L) of 16.06 and one
independent variable.
The power for the calibration sample (n = 50) was 93%
for the multiple regression analysis and computed with an
effect size of(~) of 21.56 and five independent variables.
The power for the bivariate regression analysis was 99% and
computed with an effect size (L) of 22.56 and one
independent variable.
Munro, Visintainer, and Page (1986) recommended a power
of at least 80%.

It was concluded that the sample size for

the screening and calibration samples were adequate.
Subjects ranged in age from 27 to 75 ':'ears (M
Mdn

= 44 .12,

= 42.5, SD= 9.2) and had been registered nurses for 3

to 52 years (M = 21.13, Mdn = 19, SD= 9.97).
practiced nursing from 2 to 49 years (M

=

They actively

17.32, Mdn

=

15,

SD= 9.67) in a full-time position and 67 (53.6%) of the
nurses never worked part time.

The nurses who worked part

time did so for only a portion of their career (M
Mdn = 5, SD= 3.78).

=

5.6,

The subjects had worked in their

nursing position from 1 to 42 years (M = 6.7, Mdn = 5,
SD= 6.2) prior to their strongest mentoring relationship.
The majority of the sample continued with professional
education beyond the original nursing program.

For example,

although 48 (38.4%) were educated initially at the diploma
level, only 3 (6.3%) did not continue with a higher degree.
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Specifically, 44 (91.7%) of the diploma graduates attained
at least a bachelor's degree, and of this group, 24 (50%)
earned a master's degree in nursing, 5 (10.4%) a master's
degree in another discipline, and 9 (18.8%) a doctoral
degree.

Similar trends toward higher degrees were found for

the associate and bachelor degree subjects.

At the time of

this investigation only 3 (2.4%) nurses had a diploma, 3
(2.4%) an associate degree, and 18 (14.4%) a bachelor's
degree in nursing, while 64 (51.2%) had a master's degree in
nursing, 14 (18.4%) a master's degree in another discipline,
and 23 (11.2%) a doctoral degree.
The sample worked primarily in acute care facilities

(n

=

The

65, 52%) and schools of nursing (n = 36, 28.8%).

focus of their positions was patient care (n
administration (n

=

= 29, 23.2%),

29, 23.2%), student education (n

=

31,

= 6, 4.8%) although some of the
acute care nurses worked in patient education (n = 5, 4%),
and staff education (n = 18, 14.4%) positions.
24.8%), and research (n

The sample varied on their original nursing program,
highegt degree attained, focus of position, and type of
facility in which they worked.

Analysis of variance was

evaluated with the SPSSx Oneway program between these sample
variations and mentoring potential, professional success,
immediate organizational climate, general organizational
climate, experience as a mentee, and the strength of the
mentoring relationship.

Results indicated significant
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differe nces (R

~

.05) between the focus of positio n and

genera l organiz ational climate (see Table 1).
Focus of positio n catego ries were recoded for the
analys is of varianc e to collaps e smalle r catego ries.

The

new catego ries were patien t caregiv ers and educato rs

(n

=

32), staff and studen t educato rs (n

admini strator s (n

=

47), and

Researc hers (ll; 6) were not

= 29).

include d in this analys is.

Althoug h there were unequa l

sample sizes, Cochran s C and Bartle tt Box tests support ed
homoge neity of varianc e at the .05 signifi cance level. A
Scheffe procedu re identif ied that staff and studen t
educato rs viewed their genera l organiz ational climate
signifi cantly more positiv ely than the admini strator s.
There were no signifi cant differe nces among the other
combin ations of positio ns.
Other demogr aphic data reveale d that 43 (34.4%) of the
sample curren tly have a mentor, 108 (89.4%) had a mentor at
some time during their career, and 69 (55.2%) are current ly
mentors to others.

Ninety -four (75.2%) respond ed that they

curren tly had time to mentor another nurse althoug h 114
(91.2%) indicat ed that they hoped to be a mentor in the
future.
Instrum ents
The Demogr aphic Questio nnaire asked for person al and
organiz ational data to determi ne the represe ntative ness of
the sample.

For exampl e, informa tion was request ed about
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Table 1

Differen ces Among Groups for General Organiz ational Climate

Analysis of Variance
1''ocus of
Position

M

SD

source

40.68

5.50

between grps

42.39

8.37

within grps

ss

df

MS

E

patient care
givers and
educator s

n=

280.94

103

5378.49

52.22

5.38

.006

47

adminis trators

n=

561.89

32

staff and
student
educator s

n=

2

l2

36.79

6.86

29

.i,.

N

43

the subject's age, original nursing program, highest degree
held, years of experience as a registered nurse, and type of
employment.

Open-ended questions asked the subjects to

identify key variables that facilitated strong mentoring
relationships (see Appendix D).
A panel of three experts on mentoring reviewed the
Demographic Questionnaire for validity of content in
relationship to the research questions.

Reliability was

determined by comparing the stability and consistency of
answers to the demographic questions between the pilot and
research samples.
Specific self-report instruments measured the mentor's
perceptions of mentoring potential, professional success,
immediate organizational climate, general organizational
climate, and the strength of the m~ntoring relationship.
Mentoring Potential Scale (MPS)
Mentoring potential was measured with the MPS (Fields,
1989b) (see Appendix E).

The scale was developed from a

qualitative study and theoretical and empirical
considerations.
The content validity index of the instrument was
reported as .90.

Construct validity with a multi-trait-

multi-method approach indicated convergent validity with the
Measuring Mentoring Potential (Darling, 1984) of .57 and
descriminant validity with the Management Style Index (Ross,
1980) of less than .08.

The reliability analysis for
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internal consistency revealed a cronbach's alpha of .93
(Fields, 1988b).

The results from the current sample

indicated an alpha of .92.
The MPS is a 30-item rating saale that contains a list
of descriptors with items such as easily approachable and
supportive of others.

Subjects were instructed to rate how

they felt others would rate them on the items.

Since none

of the 30 items were reverse scored, item numbers 6, 14, 19,
27, and 32 were added to the instrument but not included in
the data analysis so as to prevent a response set bias.
Each item was evaluated with a rating scale of 1 to 5
(1 = not very descriptive, 5 = very descriptive).

Scoring

yielded a summated mentoring potential score with a range of
A high score indicated high mentoring potential.

30 to 150.

Self-Perceived Success in Nursinq Scale
Professional success was measured with the SelfPerceived Success in Nursing Scale (Buscherhof, 1988a) (see
Appendix F).

This scale was developed from a qualitative

study and incorporated extrinsic characteristics of success
such as income, autonomy, and level of position with more
intrinsic characteristics such as ~iving a high level of
patient care, reaching one's goals, und bein~ able to effect
change.
The author of the instrument consulted experts on
success in nursing to analyze the items for content
validity.

No content validity index was generated.

The
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reliab ility analys is for interna l consist ency reveale d a
Cronba ch's alpha of .88 (Busche rhof, 1988b). The data from
the curren t sample indicat ed an alpha of .83.
The instrum ent is a 13-item rating scale in which
subjec ts rated each item on a continu um of 1 to 10
(1

=

beginni ng level of profess ional nursing and 10

level of profess ional nursing ).

=

top

Scoring yielded a summate d

success score with a potent ial range of 13 to 130.

A high

score indicat ed success in nursing .
Work Environ ment Suppor t Scale
Organi zationa l climate was measure d with the Work
Environ ment Suppor t Scale that measure d both immedi ate and
genera l organiz ation climate s (Busche rhof, 1988a) (see
Append ix G).

This instrum ent, develop ed from theore tical

consid eration s, is not job specifi c and was tested on staff
nurses, nurse admini strator s, and other nursing personn el
(J. Busche rhof, Persona l Commu nication , November 21, 1988).

The author of the instrum ent consult ed experts in
nursing organiz ational climate to analyze the items for
conten t validit y.

No conten t validit y index was generat ed.

Reliab ility analys is for interna l consist ency reveale d a
Cronba ch's alpha for the immedi ate climate of .95 and .97
for the general climate (Busche rhof, 1988b).

The data from

the curren t sample indicat ed an alpha of .92 for the
immedi ate climate and .86 for the genera l climate .
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The tool is a 16-item rating scale in which the subject
rated the psycho social work climate from 1 to 4 (1 = not
true at all, 4 = very true).

Scoring yielded a separat e

surnmate d score for each climate with a potent ial range of 16
to 64. A high score indicat ed an open, suppor tive climate .
The rating was done separat ely for both the immedi ate and
genera l climate .

Items include d aspects such as trust,

suppor t, and amount of encoura gement.
Career Suppor t Scale
The strengt h of the mentori ng relatio nships was
measure d with the career Support Scale (Riley
1985) (see Append ix H).

&

Wrench,

This instrum ent was develop ed from

a conten t analysi s of theore tical and empiric al studies on
mentori ng to quantif y the existen ce of a mentori ng
relatio nship.

The author of the instrum ent consult ed

experts on mentori ng to analyze the items for conten t
validit y.

No content validit y index was generat ed.

Reliab ility testing of the instrum ent indicat ed a Cronba ch's
alpha for interna l consist ency of .92 (S. Riley, Persona l
Commu nication , October 24, 1988).

The data from the current

sample indicat ed an alpha of .82).
The tool is a 29-item rating scale that is divided into
two section s.

Individ ual items describ ed charac teristic s of

an intense mentori ng relatio nship and address ed both career
and psycho social functio ns.
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In the first section subjects rated how often they
provided their mentee with various types of help from 1 to 5
(1

=

never, 5 = extremely frequent).

Examples included

items such as provided advice, helped in planning this
person's career, and served as a role model.
In the second section subjects rated descriptors of the
relationship from 1 to 5 (1
5

=

very descriptive).

=

not at all descriptive,

The items in this section elicited

information about the respect and admiration in the
relationship, value of the relationship, and negative
feelings that were aroused.
Scoring yielded a summated score for both sections of
the instrument with a potential range from 29 to 145.

A

high score indicated a strong mentoring relationship.
Data Analysis Procedure
Scores for each of the instruments administered were
calculated as previously described.

Inspection of the data

revealed that six subjects did not complete all of the
instruments.

Specifically, one subject did not complete the

Mentoring Potential Scale, four subjects did not complete
the Work Environment Scale for either the immediate or
general organizational climate, and two subjects did not
complete the Work Environment Scale for the general
organization climate.
data analysis.

This missing data was not treated for

Other missing data were isolated and
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substitute d with that item's group mean score (Tabachnic k

&

Fidell, 198 3) •
Data analysis was performed on a Vax computer with
SPSSx

to determine descriptiv e statistics and bivariate and

multiple relationsh ips addressed in the research questions.
Research question one (What are the individual relationsh ips
between the mentors' perception s of the strength of the
mentoring relationsh ips and mentoring potential,
profession al success, immediate organizati onal climate,
general organizati onal climate, and experience as a mentee?)
was answered by evaluating the bivariate relationsh ip
between each of the independen t variables (mentoring
potential, profession al success, immediate organizati onal
climate, general organizati onal climate, and experience as a
mentee) and the dependent variable (the strength of the
mentoring relationsh ip) with a Pearson product moment
correlatio n coefficien t, a bivariate regression analysis,
and a scatterplo t.
Research question two {What are the relationsh ips among
the mentors• perception s of mentoring potential,
profession al success, immediate organizati onal climate,
general organizati onal climate, and experience as a mentee?)
was answered by evaluating the relationsh ips among the
independen t variables with a correlatio n matrix.
Research question three (What :i.s th':! overall
relationsh ip between the mentors' perception s of the
strength of the mentoring relationsh ip and mentoring
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potent ial, profess ional success , immedi ate organiz ational
climate , genera l organiz ational climate , and experie nce as a
mentee? ) and four (What is the relatio nship between the
predict ed and actual scores for the mentor s' percep tions of
the strengt h of the mentori ng relatio nship? ) were answere d
by first random ly dividin g the subjec ts into a screeni ng
sample of 75 and a calibra tion sample of 50 as previou sly
discuss ed.

Next a multip le regress ion equatio n was

genera ted from the screeni ng sample and cross validat ed with
the calibra tion sample (Pedhaz ur, 1982).
Researc h questio n five (What are key variabl es that
facilit ate strong mentor ing relatio nships ?) was answere d by
evalua ting the quauti tative and qualita tive data from the
Demogr aphic Questio nnaire.

The quanti tative data were

correla ted with the depend ent variabl e and the qualita tive
data were analyze d with a conten t analys is procedu re (Waltz,
et al., 1984).

Reliab ility and validit y of the conten t

analys is was establi shed by the procedu res set forth by Topf
(1986) and Waltz et al. (1984).
Assump tions for the statist ical tests include d
normal ity, lineari ty, and homosc edastic ity.

It was assumed

that the distrib ution of errors of predict ion was
indepen dently and normal ly distrib uted at all levels of the
predict ed depend ent variab le; that there was lineari ty of
relatio nship between the predict ed depend ent variab le scores
and the errors of predict ion; and that the standar d
deviati ons of errors of predict ion were approx imately equal
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at all predicted levels of the dependent variable
(Tabachnick

&

Fidell, 1983).

The residual scatterplot between the predicted scores
and the errors of prediction was nearly rectangular in
shape, which suggested that the assumptions were met.

The

assumption of normality was further tested with a normal
probability plot of residuals in which the expected normal
values were plotted against the actual values.

Inspection

of the plot indicated that the assumption of normality was
met since the points fell along a generally straight line
from the bottom left to the upper right corner of the graph.
Since the statistical assumptions were met, variable
transformatio n was deemed unnecessary (Tabachnick

&

Fidell,

1983).
Threats to Internal Validity
Krathwohl (1985) described internal validity (LP) as the
linking power of the internal validity.

Threats to internal

validity (LP) suggest that there might be other
interpretatio ns of the data.

Based on the design and

methodology of this study, selection, mortality,
instrumentati on, researcher expectancy effect, and history
were rival explanations and, therefore, a threat to internal
validity (LP).
Selection and mortality were rival explanations because
of the sampling method utilized.
reflected a selection bias.

The study may have

It was not completely possible
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to determine how representative those who chose to take part
in the study were of mentoring relationships in nursing.
Instrumentation was a rival explanation since the
research tools were completed under different circumstances.
The researcher had no control over the testing environment,
the order in which the measures were taken, or the
interruptions that might have occur~·ed during the testing
time.

It was possible the questionnaires were completed

over several sittings.
Instrumentation was also a rival explanation since all
of the research tools had limited testing, and two were
developed by the same author.

For example, although all of

the instruments had been evaluated for validity and
reliability, these results were generated on only one sample
by the author of the instruments.

Further application of

these instruments beyond their initial use has not been
reported.

In addition, Buscherhof (1988a) developed and

tested both the Work Environment Support Scale and the SelfPerceived success in Nursing Scale which might have caused
an internal bias in the results.

The effects from these

rival explanations will become more evident after further
research on these variables.
History was a rival explanation because events might
have happened during data collection
subjects' responses.

which affected the

Journal articles, continuing education

programs, television, and other media might have pr~sented
information on the variables under investigation.
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Threats to External Validity
Krathwoh l (1985) describe d external validity {GP) as
generali zing power of a study beyond the study sample.
External validity was tested with the cross-va lidation
procedur e.

Based on the design and methodol ogy of this

study, translat ion generali ty and reactive effects were
rival explanat ions and, therefor e, a threat to external
validity (GP).

Translat ion generali ty was an alternat ive explanat ion
since the results came from a recruite d sample that may have
been biased toward factors affectin g mentorin g
relation ships.

Without replicat ion it is not possible to

determin e if the results can be generali zed to other nurses
or disciplin es.

Also, since the design was limited to

mentors, it was not possible to assess the mentee•s effect
on the strength of the mentorin g relation ships.
Translat ion generali ty was also effected since the data
were retrospe ctive and limited by the accuracy of the
mentor's memory and percepti ons.

Also, the reported

relation ships were at differen t mentorin g stages.

For

example, some of the relation ships were in existenc e for
several years while others only a few months.

Although this

situatio n added to the generali ty of the findings to all
stages of mentorin g, it also weakened the findings since
newer relations hips may not have reached their stronges t
level.

·--·--·--·

-------------------------------
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Reacti ve effect s were an altern ative explan ation since
it was possib le that the nurses who chose not to partic ipate
in the study did so becaus e of how often they are solici ted
to partic ipate in resear ch.
summary
One hundre d twenty -five mentor s were recrui ted to
examin e the relatio nships betwee n the indepe ndent and
depend ent variab les and among the indepe ndent variab les.
The indepe ndent variab les were the mento r's percep tions of
mento ring poten tial, profes sional succes s, immed iate
organ izatio nal climat e, genera l organi zation al climat e, and
experi ence as a mentee . The depend ent variab le was the
mento r's percep tion of the streng th of the mentor ing
relatio nship . Regres sion equati ons were genera ted and cross
valida ted.

-

---··

·------------------------------------
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSS ION

The major thrust of this researc h was to establi sh the
relatio nship between the mentors • percep tions of the
strengt h of the mentori ng relatio nship and mentori ng
potent ial, profess ional success , immedi ate organiz ational
climate , general organiz ational climate , and experie nce as a
mentee.

In additio n, data were collect ed to explore other

variabl es that might facilit ate strong mentori ng
relatio nships .
Data Analys is Related to the Researc h Questio ns
1.

What are the individ ual relatio nships between the

mentors ' percept ions of the strengt h of the mentori ng
relatio nship and mentori ng potent ial. profess ional success ,
immedia te organiz ational climate . general organiz ational
climate . and experie nce as a mentee?
Bivaria te linear correla tions and regress ions between
each of the indepen dent variabl es (mentor ing potent ial,
profess ional success , immedi ate organiz ational climate ,
general organiz ational climate , and experie nce as a mentee)
and the depende nt variabl e (streng th of the mentori ng
relatio nship) were analyze d with the SPSSx Correla tion and
Regress ion program s.

Correla tion results from the 125

subject s indicat ed that only mentori ng potent ial (~

=

54

I
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p

~

.000)

and professional success(~= .27, p

~

.001) were

significantly correlated to the strength of mentoring
relationships (see Table 2).
Bivariate regression analysis indicated that only
mentoring potential and professional success significantly
{p

~

.05) explained any of the variance in the strength of

mentoring relationships .

Although professional success was

significant, it accounted for only 7% of the variance in the
strength of the mentoring relationship.

In contrast,

mentoring potential accounted for 25% of the variance (see
Table 3).
2.

What are the relationships among the mentor's

perceptions of mentoring potential. professional success.
immediate organizationa l climate. general organizationa l
climate, and experience as a mentee?
Bivariate linear correlations among the independent
variables were analyzed with the SPSSx Correlation program.
Results from the 125 subjects indicated that positive,
.05) correlations existed between two pairs

significant (p

~

of variables:

immediate and general organizationa l climate

(~ = .18, p

~

.023) and professional success and mentoring

potential(~ = .49, p

~

.000)

(see Table 4).

Multicollinea rity was not considered a problem for
subsequent analyses since the correlations were not greater
than .70 (Nunnally, 1978).

Other correlations among the

independent variables were non-significa nt.
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Table 2
Correlat ion Between the Independ ent Variable s and the Mentors' Percepti ons of the
S_~rength of the Mentorin g Relation ship {N

Independ ent variable

= 125)
Strength of the Mentorin g Relation ship
~

***

Mentorin g Potentia l

.so

Professi onal Success

.27 ***

General Organiza tiona1 Climate

.oa

Immediat e Organiz ational Climate

-.05

Experien ce as a Mentee

-.07

***

P

~

.001
CJ1
(j'\
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Table 3
B~yariate Regression Results Betwe~n the Independent Variables and the Mentors'
Perceptions of the strength of the Mentoring Relationship (N

Independent
Variable

~

~2

=

125)

E

R

-Mentoring Potential

.50

.25

41.18

.ooo

Professional success

.27

.07

9.18

.002

-.05

.oo

.37

.55

.08

.01

- .73

.40

-.07

.oo

.58

.45

Immediate Organizatio11al Climate
General Organizational Climate
Experience as a Mentee

Ul
--.J
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Tabl e 4
nal succ ess {PS}. Imme diate
Corr elati ons Among Ment oring Pote ntial (MP). Prof essio
Clim ate {GOC}. and Expe rienc e as
Orga nizat ional Clim ate (IOC}. Gene ral Orga nizat ional
a Ment ee lEMl lN

=

125)

MP

Vari able

PS

PS

.49 ***

IOC

.11

.07

GOC

.06

.08

-.01

.07

EM
*
**
***

R
R
,e

~

~
~

IOC

GOC

.18 *
-.01

-.06

.05
.01
.001

U1
CX)
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3.

What is the overall relationship between the mentors•

perceptions of the strength of the mentoring rel at i onsh ·l P
and mentoring potential, professional success, immediate
organizationa l climate, general organizationa l climate, and
experienced as a mentee?
The overall relationship between the mentors'
perceptions of the strength of the mentoring relationship
and mentoring potential (X1), professional success (X2),
immediate organizationa l climate (X3 ) , general
organizationa l climate (X4 ), and experience as a mentee (X5 )
was analyzed with the

SPSSx

Regression program with the

screening sample of 75 subjects.

Since the purpose of this

analysis was explanatory, all independent variables were
entered into the equation, regardless of their significance
levels.

The results generated the following regression

equation:
Y'

= 76.78 +

.35X 1 + .02X2 + (-.17)X3 + .09X4 + .55X5

Inspection of the multiple regression output indicated
that the independent variables explained 22% of the variance
in the mentors' perceptions of the strength of the mentoring
relationship, although mentoring potential was the only
significant one (B = .43, B squared= .18, p
Table 5).

~

.002) (see

The remaining variables entered into the

regression equation did not significantly improve the B
squared.
Pedhazur (1982) stated that criteria to determine the
best variables to remain in a multiple regression equation
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Table 5
Multiple Regression Results Betw,~en the Independent Variables and the Mentors'
~~rceptions of the Strength of the Mentoring Relationship ln = 75)

Adj.

Variable

B.

B.2

MP

.43

.18

16.24

IOC

.46

.21

GOC

.46

PS

EM

R Change

R2

-

Q

Beta

E

R

.000

.17

.35

.43

10.39

.002

2.43

.12

.19

-.17

-.18

2.62

.110

.22

.55

.46

.18

.09

.08

.51

.478

.46

.22

.06

.82

.17

.02

.03

.04

.835

.46

.22

.04

.85

.16

.55

.02

.04

.852

33.11

.000

Constant
NOTE:

E Change

76.78

= mentoring potential
IOC = immediate organizationa l climate
GOC = general organizationa l climate
PS = professional success
EM = experience as a, mentee

MP

°'
0
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includ e meani ngfuln ess of the increa se in B square d,
statis tical signif icance , or a combi nation of both. Since
the increa se in B square d was not meanin gful and there was
no statis tical signif icance for the inclus ion of any
variab le other than mento ring poten tial, a bivari ate
regres sion equati on was genera ted with the follow ing
equati on:
4.

Y'

=

74.47 + .35X

What is the relatio nship betwee n the predic ted and

actual scores for the mento r's percep tion of the streng th of
the mento ring relatio nship ?
The relati onshi p betwee n predic ted and actual scores
for the mento r's percep tion of the streng th of the mento ring
relatio nship was tested with the SPSSx Corre lation progra m
on the calibr ation sample with 50 subjec ts.
scores were utiliz ed:

Two predic tion

one from the multip le and one from

the bivari ate regres sion equati on.

Resul ts indica ted a

correl ation coeffi cient of .55 (p < .000) with the multip le
regres sion equati on and .58 (p < .000) with the bivari ate
regres sion equati on.
Pedhaz ur (1982) stated that the correl ation coeffi cient
betwee n the predic ted and actual scores in the calibr ation
sample will almos t always be smalle r than the multip le
correl ation coeffi cient in the screen ing sample for which
the regres sion weigh ts were origin ally calcul ated. The
result s from this study indica ted the oppos ite. The
correl ation coeffi cients betwee n the predic ted and actual
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scores in the calibrat ion sample was greater than the .46
(R < .000) multiple correlat ion coeffici ent with the
screenin g sample.

These results suggeste d that the

correlat ion coeffici ent in the calibrat ion sample was
overestim ated by the smaller sample size.
5.

What are key variable s that facilita te strong mentorin g

relation ships?
Demogra phic and qualitat ive data from the 125 subjects
were inspecte d to identify key variable s that facilita ted
strong mentorin g relation ships.

Pearson correlat ion

coeffici ents between the demograp hic variable s and the
dependen t variable , strength of mentorin g relation ships did
not reveal any signific ant (p < .05) correlat ions.
Demogra phic variable s were also correlat ed with the
independ ent variable s (see Table 6).

It is interest ing to

note that age, number of years as a register ed nurse, number
of years worked full time, highest degree earned, number of
years worked in the position , and the number of years the
relation ship spanned were weakly but signific antly
correlat ed to mentorin g potentia l.

These same variable s

plus focus of the nursing position , number of mentees, and
interest to mentor in the future were weakly but
signific antly correlat ed to professi onal success.

Other

weak but signific ant correlat ions were between the number of
years worked part time and the immediat e organiza tional
climate, focus of nursing position and the general
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Table 6

and Mentoring PotentJJ!.L..
corre latio n of Demographic varia bles
ral organ izatio nal clima te. and Expe rienc e as
Gene
and
di.ate
Profe ssion al succe ss. Imme
a Mente e <H = 12s)
Demo graph ic Varia ble

Profe ssion al
Succe ss

Ment oring
Pote ntial

X

1.:

X

Imme diate · Gene ral
Org.
Org.
Clim ate
Clim ate
X

Expe rienc e
as a Mente e
.I.:

q

age

.24

.39

years an RN

• 25 ••

• 39

years worke d full time

• 21.

• 29

years worke d part time

.08

highe st degre e earne d

• l.9

focus of nursi ng
posit ion

.01

years in posit ion
prior to relat ionsh ip

.18

curre ntly a mento r
numb er of mente es
hope to be a mento r
in the futur e
years relat ionsh ip
spann ed

..

• l.3

,.

.24

...
...

..

• l.7 •

•

• 32

-.Ol.

.07

• l.2

• l.5

-.06
.18•

...
•

.19 *
.24

••

-.05

-.12

.12

-.01

-.04

.Ol

-.13

-.14

.03

• 20 •

.12

-.02

.04

.04

.Ol

-.13

-.18

-.02

-.04

• 03

-.02

-.06

.21

.oo
.oo

.14

-.oa

.oo

-.04

.07

.02

-.02

•

-.01

..

O'\

*RS .05

**R S .01

*** R :;; .001

w
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organizationa l climate, and currently a mentor and
experience as a mentee.
Content analysis of responses to the question, "In your
opinion, what are the k,ey factors that facilitate a
mentoring relationship? " suggested four categories:

mentor

characteristi cs, mentee characteristi cs, elements of the
relationship, and organizationa l elements.

These four

categories supported the triadic relationship of social
cognitive learning theory since mentee and mentor
characteristi cs can be viewed as cognitive and other
personal factors, elements of the relationship can be viewed
as behavior, and organizationa l elements can be viewed as
environmental events (see Table 7).
After the responses were coded into their appropriate
categories, the four categories were compared for frequency
of comments.

The largest number of responses were listed

under the cognitive and other personal factors with mentor
characteristi cs (n

(n = 47).

=

138) and mentee characteristi cs

Next were behavioral factors with mentoring

relationship elements O.!

= 147), and environmenta l events

with organizationa l elements had only 37 responses.
Waltz et al. (1984) recommended procedures for
obtaining inter-rater and intra-rater reliability for
qualitative data.

Inter-rater reliability between a nurse

knowledgeable about mentoring and the investigator was
estimated.

A random selection of 36 authentic

verbalization s were written on individual index cards.
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Table 7
Authen tic Verbal i2ation s for Key Example s That Facilit ate Mentori ng Relatio nships
(N

=

125)

BEHAVIOR

ENVIRONMENTAL EVENTS

Mentori ng Relatio nship Elemen ts

Organi zationa l ElE~ments
"flexib ility of schedu les and
learnin g experie nce"

"mutual respect and. trust"

"atmosp here that encoura ges
consult a,tion and collabo ration"

"both committ ed to growth
and the relation ship"

"suppo rtive hospita l environ ment"

"agreem ent on goals"

Cogniti ve and Other Persona l Factors
Mentor Charac teristic s

Mentee Cbar_a cteristi cs

"abilit y to guide withou t being
too directi ve"

"willin gness to be taught
new informa tion"

"willin gness to listen, teach,
and accept criticis m"

"enthus iasm"

"exper tise and joy of sharing and
teachin g"

"abilit y to tolerat e
critiqu e of work"
O'I
Ul
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rater was instructed to sort the cards under four headings:
organizationa l elements, mentoring relationship elements,
mentor characteristi cs, and mentee characteristi cs.
The frequency of agreement and disagreement was
computed for each category.

Kappa, total p,ercentage,

occurrence percentage, and nonoccurrence agreement were
calculated as described by Topf (1986).
Kappa is a correlation-l ike measure that reflects
formal reliability theory principles and is the proportion
of events consistently classified in the same category by
both raters (Waltz et al., 1984).

Since percentage

agreements are inflated by chance, Kappa was calculated
since it controls for chance agreement by devaluing
agreement at high or low frequencies (Topf, 1986).

The

results indicated strong inter-rater reliability with a
Kappa of .92 for organizationa l elements, .86 for mentoring
relationships elements, and

.so

for mentor characteristi cs,

and .84 for mentee characteristi cs.

Percentage agreement

results indicated that total percentage agreement ranged
from 92% to 97%, occurrence percentage agreement ranged from
75% to 88%, and nonoccurrence percentage agreement ranged
from 89% to 97%.

These results met the 70% minimum although

most met the 80% adequate and 90% good level (Topf, 1986).
Intra-rater reliability was also established.

The

investigator followed the same procedures as previously
described, one month after the categorizatio n had been
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completed.

There was complete agreement between both

ratings.
Content validity was determined by computing a content
validity index (CVI) as set forth by Waltz et al. (1984)
with five nurses who were knowledgeable about mentoring.
The results indicated a CVI of .97 for organizational
elements, .98 for mentoring relationship elements, .97 for
mentor characteristics, and 1.0 for mentee characteristics.
The most frequent mentor characteristics included
communication skills, explicit or implicit knowledge of
adult learning principles, and a willingness to mentor and
share experience, knowledge, ideas, and goals.

One subject

commented that the mentor needs to recognize the mentee's
ability and be willing to support and teach despite the fact
that the mentee may/will ultimately perform beyond the
mentor's level.
The most frequent mentee characteristic that
facilitated mentoring relationships was the mentee's
interest and willingness to learn.

Other responses included

mentee enthusiasm, professional commitment, intelligence,
and openness.

Responses also indicated that the mentee

needed to have an ability to listen, tolerate critique of
work, set goals, and work independently.
The most frequent element of the relationship that
facilitated mentoring relationships was the importance of a
mutual respect and trust between the mentee and mentor.
Other responses included the need for both the mentee and

r
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mentor to have similar and compatible values and beliefs
about nursing, an open, honest relationsh ip, and
personalit ies that do not clash.

The responses suggested

the importance for a positive relationsh ip between the two
people.
The most frequent organizati onal element that
facilitate d mentoring relationsh ips was the need to have
time to be a mentor.

The content analysis suggested that

even in the presence of a potential mentor and mentee who
are able to develop a relationsh ip, the relationsh ip cannot
progress if there is not sufficient time for the process to
unfold.

Another considerat ion was physical proximity which

could permit potential mentees to come in contact with
potential mentors.
time factor.

Tnis element is closely related to the

For example, if the work load is so demanding

that the experience d staff does not have time to teach the
novices, mentoring will not occur.

In addition, if the

experience d nnrses are frequently away from the work place
because of organizati onal demands, their expertise will not
be able to be shared with others even if they have the time
and are willing to do so.

The responses suggested that the

environmen t needs to support mentoring relationsh ips by
permitting flexibility in time managemen t, work schedules,
and creating a climate that encour~ges consultati on and
collaborat ion.
When asked what made this mentoring relationsh ip
special, the subjects responded in a variety of ways.
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a conten t analysi s of the respon ses, four catego ries
emerged :

mentee attribu tes, mentor activit ies and

functio ns, mentee growth and develop ment, and mentor
benefit s (see Table 8).
After the respons es were coded, the four catego ries
were compare d for frequen cy of commen ts.

The largest number

of respons es were listed under mentee attribu tes (n
followe d by mentor activit ies and functio ns (n
growth and develop ment (n

en=

=

=

= 64),

35), mentee

33), and mentor benefi ts

23).

Inter-r ater and intra-r ater reliab ility and validit y
were establi shed as previou sly describ ed.

Inter-r ater

results indicat ed that total percent age agreem ent ranged
from 92% to 97%, occurre nce percent age agreem ent ranged from
70% to 91%, and nonocc urrence percent age agreem ent ranged
from 90% to 97%.

Kappa values indicat ed a .92 for mentee

attribu tes, .93 for mentor activit ies and functio ns, .77 for
mentee growth and develop ment, and .78 for mentor benefi ts.
on severa l occasio n5 the rater viewed mentee growth and
develop ment as a mentor benefi t, which lowered the results
and sugges ted overlap in the catego ries.

The CVI was .96

for mentee attribu tes, .87 for mentor activit ies and
functio ns, .84 for mentee growth and develop ment, and .97
for mentor benefi ts.
Intra-r ater reliab ility results sugges ted comple te
agreem ent for mentee attribu tes and mentor activit ies and
functio ns.

Comple te agreeme r.t was not obtaine d for mentee

r
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Table 8
Authentic Verbalizations for What Made This Relationship Special

Mentee Attrib.~t~s

Me_n~or Acti~ities and_Functions

"her ability to process and
catch on quickly"

"able to give her support
and guidance"

"strong desire to learn"

"to help someone learn a
role"

"thought provoking questions"

"identifying potential in
the mentee"

Mentee Growth and Development

Mentor Benefit~

"to watch her grow in knowledge,
skills, and self-confidence"

"received fresh ideas for my
program"

"to see a person develop a
managerial thinking process"

"increased my own selfesteem for my own
accomplishments"

"to watch her develop and take
charge with acquired knowledge"

"it was gratifying to know
that I had a positive
effect on this person"
-..J
0
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growth and development and mentor benefits.

The results

indicated a 97% total agreement, an 89% occurrence
agreement, a 97% nonoccurrence agreement, and a .93 Kappa
for mentee growth and development.

Results for mentor

activities and functions indicated a 97% total agreement, a
91% occurrence agreement, a 97% nonoccurrence agreement, and
a .94 Kappa.
These results supported the authentic verbalization
categories since the results met the minimum percentage
agreement and indicated strong agreement from the Kappa and
CVI values.
Mentee attributes that made this relationship
meaningful to the mentor included qualities such as a
desire, motivation and ability to learn; a willingness to
listen, and an openness to new ideas.

The most frequent

response in this category was a willingness to learn.
Mentors worked harder for bright, eager, enthusiastic, and
motivated mentees.
The second largest category of responses that made the
reported relationship special was the mentor's activities
and functions.

For example, being able to share

experiences, knowledge, and understanding in a personal way
was meaningful to a mentor.

One respondent commented that

this relationship created an opportunity for the
"generativity of nurses in the profession,:: and another
stated this relationship was a "change to give back to
nursing some of the fulfillment it had given me. 11
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The mentors also described that this particular
rela~i9nship was meaningful because of the positive impact
they had on the growth and development of a less experienced
professional.

For example, although the mentee's

willingness to learn was important, as were the various
mentor activities and functions, so was the opportunity to
see "the joy of discovery and progress in the mentee. 11

It

was a meaningful and exciting experience to watch the mentee
develop "into an assured, competent nurse."

The rnentee's

growth and development seemed to stimulate and enhance the
mentor's activities and functions.
The responses suggested that not only did the mentee
benefit from the experience but so did the mentor.

The

relationships afforded the mentors an opportunity to learn
since they were stimulated and chali'enged in their
profassional roles.

The mentoring relationships "gave a

sense of importance to my career. 11

Another raspo:it1dent

stated, "My ego was rewarded by the relationship as was my
professional desire to make a difference and advance the
profession as a leader with human skills."
The content analysis suggested that a meaningful
mentoring relationship is a complex, multi-dimensi onal
experience.

The mentee has certain attributes which

enhances the mentor's activities and functions.

The end

product seems to be growth and development in both the
mentee and mentor.

The mentee learns needed knowledge and

skills while the mentor is challenged to continue to develop
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profess ionally .

For the mentors , the experie nce can be

gratify ing and rewardi ng since they feel respect ed for their
experti se and knowled ge.
Discuss ion
Sample
To determi ne sample represe ntative ness, demogra phic
data were compare d to nationa l statist ics on registe red
nurses and other mentori ng researc h.

Compare d to the

nursing popula tion in the United States (U.S. Departm ent of
Health and Human Service s, 1987), this sample was highly
educate d.

Specif ically, the estimat ed percent of nurses in

the United States with a diploma or associa te degree is
approxi mately 66.4%, yet that group compris ed only 4.8% of
the study sample. In contras t, the percent of nurses in the
United States with a master 's degree or higher is 6.2% as
compare d to 80.8% of the study sample.

The educati on level

of the current sample did compare favorab ly with Novotn y's
(1983) mentors who were educate d primar ily at the master 's
and doctora l levels.
surveys have suggest ed that mentore d profess ionals are
better educate d than non-me ntored profess ionals (Roche,
1979).

In additio n, those profess ionals who have been

mentore d, mentor others more frequen tly than profess ionals
who have not been mentore d (Busch, 1985: Spengle r, 1982:
White, 1988).

It might be conclud ed from this data that if

mentore d profess ionals are better educate d and more likely
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to function as a mentor than non-mentored professionals ,
then mentors are better educated than non-mentors.
Research has also indicated that mentors are in higher
positions than non-mentors (Zey, 1984).

If education and

administrativ e positions are considered higher than patient
care positions, the current sample of mentors held higher
positions than most nurses in the United States.

For

example, 66.8% of the national sample was involved in direct
patient care, whereas only 23.2% were in this sample.

The

national sample had only 17.5% in administrativ e positions
and 4.4% in education positions as compared to 23.2% and
44.2%, respectively, for the study sample.
Another consideration in determining sample
representativ eness was comparison of the length of the
mentoring relationships to other mentoring research.

The

length of the current sample's mentoring relationships
ranged from 1 to 20 years (M = 3.7, SD= 3.07) with 71.7%
lasting 3 years or less.

These results suggested shorter

mentor relationships than those reported by other nurses.
For example, Spengler (1982) reported that only 23% of the
relationships spanned less than 3 years and 22% spanned 4 to
6 years.

Although Novotny (1983) reported shorter

relationships than Spengler, they were not as short as this
investigation .

An explanation for this discrepancy might be

the wording of the questions.

Subjects were asked to

identify the calendar year or years that the relationships
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occurred.

It was not possible to determine how many of the

relationships were ongoing and how many had endea in 1989.
Although the sample responded that they had a range of
1 to 75 mentees (M = 8.5, Mdn = 5, SD= 11.7) during their
career, data were collected on only their strongest
mentoring relationships.

These relationships began 1 to 25

years ago (M = 6.1, Mdn = 5, SD= 4.6) and spanned 1 to 20
years (M = 3.1, Mdn = 2, SD= 3.1).

The reported

relationships did seem representative of mentoring
relationships in nursing.

For example, mentee and mentor

attributes emerged as the major variables that made the
relationship meaningful.

Since mentoring is a dynamic

personal relationship, it seemed logical that the two people
involved would emerge as major variables affecting the
significance of the relationship.

Since a major function of

a mentor is to be a role modelf inspirer, teacher, and guide
(Darling, 1984; Vance, 1982), it also seemed logical that
the mentor would feel rewarded by the growth and development
in the mentee.

If the mentor enjoyed mentoring, the product

of the process would be a benefit and hence a variable in
making the relationship meaningful.
It can be concluded that these mentors and the
perceptions of their strongest mentoring relationships were
representative of mentors and mentoring relationships in
nursing.

The educational level and professional positions

were comparable to other mentor descriptions.

In addition,
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the descriptions of their relationships suggested that they
were describing a mentoring relationship.
Research Findings
The conceptual model proposed for this investigation
suggested that personal variables (mentoring potential,
professional success, and experience as a mentee) and
organizationa l variables {immediate and general
organizationa l climate) were related to the strength of
mentoring relationships .

This model was supported by

research and social cognitive learning theory in that there
is a triadic relationship among environmental events,
cognitive and other personal variables, and behavior.
Individual relationships· between the independc:rrt
variables (mentoring potential, professional success,
immediate and general organizationa l climate, and experience
as a mentee) and the dependent variable {strength of the
mentoring relationship) suggested that only mentoring
potential and professional success were related to the
dependent variable.

Multiple regression analysis and cross

validation supported only the relationship between mentoring
potential and the strength of mentoring relationships (see
Figure 2).
A post hoc analysis for statistical differences between
the entire sample of 125 and the screening sample of 75 was
conducted to determine significant differences

(R

~

.05)

between the multiple correlations and standard error values.
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MENTORING POTENTIAL

R 2 ·43••
-

PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS

- 1

~

~

----., STRENGTH OF
18
► THE MENTORING
IMMEDIATE ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE ··
~ RELATIONSHIP
R 2 = .22
GENERAL ORGANIZATIONAL CLIMATE

i,/

EXPERIENCE AS A MENTEE

~

** Q .=: .01

Figure 2. Results of Model Testing with Beta Weights.
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The results indicated no significan t difference s between the
two samples.

These results in addition to the post hoc

power analysis on the screening sample supported the
decision to use the screening sample to establish the
relationsh ip between the independen t and dependent
variables.
Although mentoring potential was the only significan t
variable, it accounted for 18% of the variance in the
strength of the mentoring relationsh ip.

It is recommende d

that other independen t variables and improved instrumen ts be
developed to improve the model's explanator y power.
The instrument s in this investigat ion had not been
widely used or tested.

Jennings and Rogers (1989) stated

that confidence in regression analysis findings is derived
from the reliabilit y and validity of the instrumen ts used
and assurance that the mathemati cal assumption s for the
statistica l tests were not violated.
reliabilit y coefficien t of at least

They recommende d a

.so

on the study sample

to ensure theoretica l model testing sensitivit y.

In this

study the reliabilit y coefficien ts ranged from .82 for the
Career Support Scale which tested the strength of the
mentoring relationsh ip to .92 for the Work Environme nt
Support Scale for the immediate organizati onal climate and
the Mentoring Potential Scale.

Although the study

instrument s meet the minimum standards for reliabilit y, they
have not been used in multiple studies which would
strengthen the reliabilit y evaluation .
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Pedhazur (1982) stated that knowledge on the effects of
measurement error on regression statistics is rudimentary.
However, measurement errors may occur from unreliable
instruments which introduce a downward bias in the
estimation of the multiple regression coefficients.

This

bias can be controlled with reliable instruments and low
correlations among the independent variables.

This study

suggested relatively low multiple regression coefficients
although instrument reliability was adequate and
multicolline arity did not pose a problem.

It might be

concluded that the model did not identify adequate
independent variables or the instruments used were
inadequate.

Future research and further instrument

development is needed to fully evaluate the model and
regression results.
Specifically, new organizationa l climate instruments
sensitive to mentoring relationships need to be developed.
Although organizationa l climate was not supported in the
regression analysis, it did emerge as a variable that
facilitated mentoring relationships in the content analysis.
These data suggested that available time, scheduling
flexibility, and a collaborative climate were essential
elements in creating an environment conducive to mentoring.
Although the Work Environment Scale addressed organizationa l
climate, it did not specifically address these issues.

A

more sensitive organizationa l climate instrument is needed

·-·~-

-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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to measure the relationship between organizationa l climate
and the strength of mentoring relationships .
It might be premature to delete organizationa l climate
from the model since research has suggested that the open
climate described by Halpin and Croft (1962) is more
conducive to mentoring relationships than an autonomous,
controlled, familiar, paternal, or closed climate.
Mentoring research in nursing also has suggested that the
organizationa l climate effects the presence of mentoring
relationships (Hardy, 1984).

The current investigation made

the assumption that if organizationa l climate is related to
the frequency of mentoring relationships , it might also be
related to the strength of mentoring relationships .

Social

cognitive learning theory also supported the relationship
between organizationa l climate and the strength of the
mentoring relationships .

More research is needed to

determine the relationship between organizationa l climate
and mentoring relationships .
The bivariate regression analysis suggested that
professional success explained some of the variance in the
strength of mentoring relationships , but this relationship
was not supported in the multiple regression analysis.

It

is possible that professional success might have an indirect
effect on the strength of the mentoring relationship through
mentoring potential.

This conclusion is supported by

previous work which identified professional success as an
antecedent for being a mentor (Dalton

&

Thompson, 1986;
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Fields, 1988a).

Future investig ations are needed to clarify

these relation ships.
Neither quantita tive nor qualitat ive data suggeste d
that experien ce as a mentee was related to the strength of
mentorin g relation ships, although previous research
identifie d that professi onals who had been mentored were
more likely to mentor others than their non-ment ored
counterp arts (Busch, 1985; Hess, 1986; Spengler , 1982).
Results from this study did not support inclusio n of
experien ce as a mentee in the model.

Perhaps experien ce as

a mentee is related to becoming a mentor, but once a person
is a mentor, the strength of the relation ship is dependen t
on other variable s.
The discussi on thus far has not included the mentee's
contribu tion to the strength of mentorin g relation ships.
The qualitat ive analysis suggeste d that mentee attribut es
are a variable in the strength of mentorin g relation ships.
Since mentorin g is a dynamic relation ship between two
people, it is logical to consider both individu als' effect
on the outcome.

Therefor e, a more comprehe nsive model

suggeste d by this investig ation includes cognitiv e and other
personal variable s of the mentee as addition al variable s.
Conclusi ons
Bivariat e correlat ions suggeste d that mentorin g
potentia l and professi onal success were signific antly
related to the mentors' percepti ons of the strength of the
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mentoring relationships.

Multiple regression results

suggested that only mentc~ing potential significantly
explained the variance in the mentors' perceptions of the
strength of the mentoring relationship.

Multiple regression

results were supported with the cross-validation procedure.
It is recommended that a revised conceptual model be
developed and tested.

This model would evaluate the

relationship between professional success and mentoring
potential, so that their relationship to the strength of
mentoring relationships could be more completely assessed.
It is suggested that other independent variables include
organizational climate and cognitive and other personal
variables of the mentee.

Improved measurement of

organizational climate and the addition of mentee attributes
in the model might explain more of the variance in the
dependent variable, strength of the mentoring relationship.

I

~...:..;:.;...~Jt~•- ..- - - - -

.
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CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS

This chapte r include s a summary of the researc h
finding s and implica tions for nursing researc h, clinica l and
admini s~rativ e practic e, and educati on.
summary
A concep tual model, develop ed from social cogniti ve
learnin g theory (Bandur a, 1986) and mentori ng researc h,
related the mentor s' percep tions of the strengt h of their
strong est mentori ng relatio nship to mentori ng potent ial,
profess ional success , immedi ate organiz ational climate ,
genera l organiz ational climate , and experie nce as a mentee.
This model was tested on 125 recruit ed mentors in nursing
who were random ly divided into two groups:

a screeni ng

sample of 75 to genera te the multip le regress ion equatio n
and a calibra tion sample of 50 to cross valida te the
regress ion equatio n.
This study address ed the followi ng researc h questio ns:
1.

What are the individ ual relatio nships between the

mentor s' percep tions of the strengt h of the mentor ing
relatio nship and mentor ing potent ial, profess ional success ,

83
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immediate organizationa l climate, general organizationa l
climate, and experience as a mentee?
2.

What are the relationships among the mentors'

perceptions of mentoring potential, professional success,
immediate organizationa l climate, general organizationa l
climate, and experience as a mentee?
3.

What is the overall relationship between the

mentors' perceptions of the strength of the mentoring
relationship and mentoring potential, professional success,
immediate organizationa l climate, general organizationa l
climate, and experience as a mentee?
4.

What is the relationship between the predicted and

actual scores for the mentor•s perception of the strength of
the mentoring relationship?
5.

What are key variables that facilitate strong

mentoring relationships ?
A mentor was defined as someone who guided, taught,
coached, and counselled a less experienced nurse over a
period of time in a mentoring relationship that developed
either informally or in an assigned situation.

The strength

of the mentoring relationship was tested with the Career
Support Scale, mentoring potential was tested with the
Mentoring Potential Scale, professional success was tested
with the Self-Perceive d Success in Nursing Scale, immediate
and general organizationa l climate were tested with the Work
Environment Support Scale, and experience as a mentee was
surveyed through the Demographic Questionnaire .
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Resear ch questi ons one, two, and five were answer ed
with data from the entire recrui ted sample of 125 mento rs,
resear ch questi on three was answer ed with data from the
screen ing sample of 75 mento rs, and resear ch questi on four
was answer ed with data from the calibr ation sample of 50
mento rs.
Quant itative data were analyz ed on a Vax compu ter with
the SPSSx Corre lation and Regres sion progra ms. A post hoc
analys is for statis tical differ ences betwee n the multip le
regres sion result s with the entire sample of 125 and
screen ing sample of 75 indica ted no signif icant differ ences .
In additi on, a post hoc power analys es suppo rted the
adequa cy of the screen ing and calibr ation sample sizes.
Quali tative data were analyz ed with a conten t analys is
proced ure which was also tested for reliab ility and
validi ty.
Bivar iate regres sion analys is betwee n each of the
indepe ndent variab les (mento ring poten tial, profes sional
succes s, immed iate organ izatio nal climat e, genera l
organ izatio nal climat e, and experi ence as a mentee ) and the
mento rs' percep tions of the streng th of the mento ring
relatio nship indica ted that both profes sional succes s and
mento ring poten tial signif icantl y explai ned a portio n of the
varian ce in the streng th of the mento ring relatio nship .
Howev er, multip le regres sion analys is and cross valida tion
suppo rted inclus ion of only mento ring poten tial, and not
profes sional succes s, in the concep tual model.
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A bivariate correlatio n matrix among the independen t
variables suggested that profession al success and mentoring
potential were significan tly correlated with each other.

It

was concluded that profession al success might be indirectly
related to the strength of the mentoring relationsh ip
through mentoring potential since profession al success was
significan tly correlated with both mentoring potential and
the strength of the mentoring relationsh ip.

Furthermor e,

the strength of these relationsh ips was stronger between
profession al success and mentoring potential than it was
between profession al success and the strength of the
mentoring relationsh ip.

Therefore, although profession al

success did not seem to have a direct, multivaria te
relationsh ip with the strength of the mentoring
relationsh ip, it was concluded that perhaps there was an
indirect relationsh ip through mentoring potential.
A content analysis of the qualitativ e results supported
inclusion of mentoring potential and organizati onal climate
in the conceptual model, plus an additional independen t
variable mentee attributes .

Therefore, integratio n of the

quantitati ve and qualitativ e results suggested a revised
conceptual model for future investigat ion with the following
independen t variables:

profession al success, mentoring

potential, organizati onal climate, and mentee attributes .

I___ _
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Implicatio ns
Nursing Research
The results from the current investigat ion suggested a
revised conceptual model for future research.

It is

recommende d that definition al issues between mentoring and
other career relationsh ips and further instrument
developme nt be conducted prior to model testing.
Definition al issues can be addressed through
observatio ns and interviews with exemplary mentoring dyads.
The results of this research will help identify
character istics of mentoring relationsh ips, mentors,
mentees, and the organizati on in which they practice.

This

data could then be compared to other career relationsh ips to
aid future instrumen t developme nt that discrimina tes between
mentoring and other c3reer relationsh ips.

The resultant

instrumen ts could then be utilized to test the revised
conceptua l model from the current investigat ion.
The results of the current investigat ion suggested that
instrumen ts more specific to mentoring might have yielded
different results.

Specifica lly, although the multiple

regression results did not support organizati onal climate as
an independen t variable in the conceptual model, the
qualitativ e data did support its inclusion.

The Work

Environme nt Scale, which was used to measure both the
immediate and general organizati onal climate, addressed
psychosoc ial aspects of organizati onal climate, but not

L
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other issues such as schedule flexibilit y and time
availabili ty for mentoring relationsh ips.

In addition,

although mentee attributes emergea as an independen t
variable from the qualitativ e data, no instrument s are known
that measure it.
Although the current study added to the knowledge
foundation on mentoring in nursing, future investigat ions
are recommende d to refine the definition of mentoring in
nursing and develop instrument s that measure variables
related to mentoring re.lationsh ips.

The results of these

studies can be used to test conceptua l models on mentoring
to help determine if mentoring is a catchy buzzword and fad
or a desirable process to be encouraged .
Clinical and Administr ative Practice
The results of this investigat ion suggested that
mentoring relationsh ips exist in nursing practice.

In

addition, the mentors expounded on what they felt made a
specific relationsh ip meaningfu l and identified key
variables that facilitate d mentoring relationsh ips.
Prospectiv e mentees in new positions can utilize these
results to sensitize themselves to mentoring relationsh ips
and identify behaviors in themselves that facilitate
mentoring relationsh ips.

For example, the results suggested

that the mentee needs to be interested and motivated to
learn from the mentor.

Mentors desire enthusias tic, honest,

and caring nurses who have the potential for profession al
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growth.

Nurses in new positio ns who desire a mentor may

want to incorpo rate these behavio rs into their reperto ire.
Experie nced nurses who are in a positio n to mentor less
experie nced nurses can utilize the results from this study
by being recepti ve to opport unities to mentor other nurses.
In additio n, mentor charac teristic s emerged as variab les
that facilit ated mentor ing relatio nships .

Therefo re,

potent ial mentor s could try to incorpo rate these behavi ors
into their reperto ire to make themse lves more desirab le to
potent ial mentee s.
The results of this study also have impl1c ations for
nursing and hospita l admini stration since organiz ational
elemen ts emerged as elemen ts that facilit ated Inentor ing
relatio nships .

Specif ically, the results suggest ed that

mentor ing relatio nships are facilit ated when nurses have
time and flexib ility to engage in relatio nships with a
suppor tive hospit al environ ment that encoura ges consul tation
and collabo ration.
Mentor ing relatio nships can be facilit ated through
precep tor program s.

Precep tor program s enable an

experie nced nurse to work closely with a less experie nced
nurse over time.

A mentor ing relatio nship might develop

through this assigne d relatio nship.

Precep tor program

coordin ators need to educate staff about the concep ts of
mentor ing relatio nships , so they can seize the opportu nity
to mentor and be mentore d.
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Preceptor programs need not be limited to new graduates
or new employees.

These programs are also appropria te for

newly promoted personnel.

For example, a newly promoted

administr ative nurse would benefit from a preceptor to help
with role transition issues.
A distinctio n is made between preceptor and mentoring
relationsh ips.

A

preceptor relationsh ip is a formal,

assigned relationsh ip with formalized goals and objectives
between an experience nurse and an inexperien ced one.

A

mentoring relationsh ip often develops from preceptor
relationsh ips as the relationsh ip deepens and becomes more
personal.

It is the depth and character of the two

relationsh ips that differ.

Both occur between a more

experience d and less experience d profession al, both provide
guidance and learning for the less experience d profession al,
and both are one to one relationsh ips.

Mentoring

relationsh ips are defined not only by the formal roles
ascribed to them but also by the character and function of
the relationsh ip (Levinson, 1978).
Nursing Education
The results of this investigat ion also have
implicatio ns for nursing education at the generic, graduate,
and continuing education level.

Although instructor s cannot

be mentors to all students, they can incorporat e elements of
mentoring into their teaching philosophy and be sensitive to
opportuni ties to mentor students.

In addition, concepts of
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mentoring can be incorporat ed into leadership and managemen t
classes to educate students about mentoring.

Students can

be taught the benefits of mentoring and how to find a
mentor.

Educationa l institutio ns are excellent forums for

developing mentoring relationsh ips because of the close
interactio n between faculty and students over an extended
period of time.

Faculty have the experience and knowledge

base that needs to be shared with their less experience d
students.
Conclusion s
This investigat ion proposed and tested a conceptua l
mode that related the mentors' perception s of the strength
of the mentoring relationsh ip to mentoring potential,
profession al success, immediate organizati onal climate,
general organizati onal climate, and experience as a mentee.
The results supported only the relationsh ip between
mentoring potential and the strength of the mentoring
relationsh ip.

Analysis of the quantitati ve and qualitativ e

data suggested a revised model with profession al success,
mentoring potential, organizati onal climate, and mentee
attributes as the independen t variables; and strength of the
mentoring relationsh ip as the dependent variable.

L
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SUBJECTS NEEDED FOR DOCTORAL DISSERTATION
WANTED:

FEMALE REGISTERED NURSES TO PARTICIPATE
!NA STUDY ON MENTORING IN NURSING.

PURPOSE OF STUDY:

TO EXAMINE THE PERSONAL AND
ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS RELATED TO
MENTORING RELATIONSHIPS.

WHY VOLUNTEER?

TO PROVIDE VALUABLE INFORMATION ABOUT
MENTORING WHICH COULD ENHANCE MENTORING
RELATIONSHIPS AND PROMOTE THE GROWTH AND
DEVELOPMENT OF ASPIRING , CREATIVE NURSES.

COMMITMENT:

COMPLETE A ONE-TIME MAILED SURVEY THAT
WILL TAKE 15 TO 3 0 MINU'rES.

QUALIFICATIONS:

FEMALE REGISTERED NURSES WHO ARE OR WERE
A MENTOR.
YOU WERE A MENTOR IF YOU GUIDED, TAUGHT,
COACHED, AND/OR COUNSELLED A LESS
EXPERIENCED NURSE OVER A PERIOD OF TIME.
SOME MENTORING RELATIONSHIPS DEVELOP
INFORMALLY, WHILE OTHERS BEGIN AS AN
ASSIGNED RELATIONSHIP.

WHAT NOW?

IF YOU THINK YOU FUNCTIONED AS A MENTOR
TO AT LEAST ONE NURSE, RETURN THE
ATTACHED, STAMPED POSTCARD WITH YOUR
NAME, ADDRESS, AND PHONE NUMBER TO
RECEl:VE THE RESEARCH PACKET. IF YOU KNOW
A NURSE WHO WAS A MENTOR, PLEASE HAVE
THEM CONTACT ME.

QUESTIONS?

CONTACT:
WILLA FIELDS, DNSc (cand), RN
UNIVERSITY OF S~.N DIEGO
PHILIP Y. HAHN SCHOOL OF NURSING

ALCALA PARK
SAN DIEGO, CA

92110

(619) 756-5642
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YES!

I AM INTERESTED IN PARTICI PATING IN YOUR
DISSERTATION ON MENTORING

NAME (PLEASE PRINT):
ADDRESS:

PHONE NUMBER:
THANK YOU!
WILLA FIELDS, DNSc (cand), RN
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
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P.O. Box 563

Rancho Santa Fe, CA

92067

Date:
Dear Colleague:
Thank you for responding to my notice for mentors.
I am currently conducting a study on mentoring for my
doctoral dissertation at the University of San Diego School
of Nursing. Mentoring is important to us as nurses since it
is a process that develops successful, sati~fied
.professionals. You are indeed fortunate to have experienced
this relationship.
The purpose of my study is to examine the mentor's
perceptions of personal and organizational factors related
to the strength of mentoring relationships. I would
appreciate it if you would agree to participate in my study.
It will take you approximately 15 to 30 minutes to complete
the questionnaires, and they can be returned in the
attached, stamped, addressed envelope.
Enclosed is a demographic questionnaire and four scales
(Work Environment Support Scale, Self-Perceived Success in
Nursing Scale, Mentoring Potential Scale, end Career Support
Scale).
When completing the demographic questionnaire and
scales, think of everyone for whom you functioned as a
mentor. Then choose the relationship that you feel was the
strongest and answer all questions for that same
relationship.
Please note: If this is a current relationship,
complete the scales for your current situation. If this
relationship occurred in the past, complete the scales for
that time in your career.
Please be assured that your responses will remain
completely anonymous. Please sign and return the enclosed
consent form and other materials by _______ so your
input can be included in the results.
I r.ealize that your participation requires an
investment of your good will and time. However, by
participating, you will be instrumental in providing
valuable information about mentoring which could help our
profession promote the growth and development of aspiring,
creative, professionals.
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-2-

If you have any questions, please call me at (619) 7565642 or write to me at the above address.
Thank you for helping me with my research.
Sincerely,

Willa Fields, DNSc (Candidate)
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UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
SCHOOL OF NURSING
I give permission for Willa Fields, a doctoral candidate in
the School of N1Jrsing at the University of San Diego, to use
my demographic data and results from the Mentoring Potential
Scale, Work Environment Support Scale, Career Support Scale,
and Self-Perceived Success in Nursing Scale to examine
mentoring in nursing.
The results of this study will provide information about
mentoring in nursing. These results will provide needed
information to enhance mentoring relationships in nursing.
I understand that my participation is completely voluntary,
and I may withdraw from the study at any time. I will
receive no compensation, financial or otherwise, and there
are no physical, social, or psychological risks involved.
There was the opportunity to ask questions about the study
prior to signing this form.
I understand the testing time is approximately 15-30
minutes.
I understand that the information collected will be
anonymous.
There is no agreement between myself and the researcher,
written or verbal, beyond that expressed on this consent
form.
I, the undersigned, understand the above explanations and,
on that basis, I give consent to my voluntary participation
in this research.
Signature of Subject

Date

Location (e.g., San Diego, CA)
Signature of Researcher

Date

Signature of Witness

Date
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DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

Please answer the following questions in the appropriate
space.
1.

Age:

2.

How many years have you
been a Registered Nurse?

3.

How many years have you worked as a Registered Nurse?
years full time ______ years part time

4.

What was your original nursing program?
( ) Diploma
( ) Associate degree

5.

BSN

(

)

(

) ND (Nursing doctorate)

What is your highest degree earned?
) Diploma
(
) Associate Degree
(
) BSN
(
(
(

(

\

I

MSN

)
)

DNS/PhD
Other, please specify

A mentoring relationship is a special relationship between
two adults, with the more experienced one taking a personal
interest in and guiding the less experienced person's
career. The mentor has the qualities and knowledge that the
mentee wants to acquire, and the mentee is one in whom the
mentor has great expectations for success. For questions 6,
7, 8, & 9 think of everyone for whom you functioned as a
mentor. Then choose the relationship that you feel was the
strongest, and answer the questions.
6.

In a few sentences describe what made this mentoring
relationship meaningful.

7.

What
your
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

is/was the primary focus of your position during
strongest mentoring relationships?
Patient care
Patient education
Staff education
Student education
administration
Research
Other, please specify
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8.

How many years were you/hav e you been in this positio n?

9.

What
your
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )
( )

10.

Do you curren tly have a mentor?
( ) Yes
( ) No

11.

Have you ever had a mentor?
( ) Yes
No
(

12.

How many mentee s have you had?

13.

Are you curren tly a mentor?
( ) Yes
) No

14.

Do you hope to be a mentor in the future?
( ) Yes
( ) No

15.

Do you feel you have the time to be in a mentor ing
relatio nship?
( ) Yes
( ) No

type of facilit y do you/did you work in during
stronge st mentor ing relatio nship?
Public acute care hospita l
Private acute care hospita l
Governm ent acute care hospita l
outpat ient facilit y
Skilled nursing facilit y
Psychi atric hospita l
School of Nursing
Other, please specify

In order to gain more specifi c inform ation about mentor ing
relatio nships in nursing , please answer the followi ng
questio ns.
16.

,

-----

··--

In your opinion what are the key factors that
facilit ate a mentor ing relatio nship?

------------------------------------------
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17.

In your opinion what are the critical predictors for
being a mentor?

18.

In your opinion what are the key factors in your
current organizati on that enhance mentoring
relationsh ips?

19.

In your opinion what are the key factors in your
current organizati on that inhibit mentoring
relationsh ips?
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MENTORING POTENTIAL SCALE

Directions : Circle the appropriat e number from 1 (not very
descriptiv e) to 5 (very descriptiv e) to indicate how you
think other people would have described you during your
strongest mentoring relationsh ip.
Not Very
Descriptiv e
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

30.
31.
32.

33.
34.

35.

easily approachab le
supportive of others
secure
interested in others
nurturing person
anxiety producing
teacher
successful
powerful
respected by colleagues
respected by superiors
knowledge able

1
1

2
2

1

2

1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Very
Descriptiv e
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5

2

3

4

2
2
2
2
2

4
't

5

2

3
3
3
3
3
3

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2
2
2

4
4
4

1
1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

1
1
1
1

2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

5
5
5

1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

skilled

1

manipulati ve
good interperso nal skills
good communica tion skills
motivate growth in others
interested in furthering
developme nt of others
encourage dependency
share ideas
willing to admit deficits
high self-esteem
collabora tor
positive self-conce pt
allow and encourage freedom
of expression
patient
demand loyalty from others
empathic
sensitive to needs of others
complimen t others for their
accomplish ments
provide moral support to
others
threatened by accomplish ments
of others
caring person
experience d
guide others

1
1

1
1
1

1
1

2
2
2

.

4

5

4

5
5
5

4
4
4

4
4
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5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
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